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Abstract

The Network as a Platform

Colin Dixon

Co-Chairs of the Supervisory Committee:
Robert E. Dinning Professor Thomas Anderson

Computer Science and Engineering

Associate Professor Arvind Krishnamurthy
Computer Science and Engineering

Modern networks, whether in the home or enterprise, enable many tasks that have become critically

important both at home and at work. Whether monitoring breaking news, sharing music or collabo-

rating with coworkers, the ubiquity of technology and its interconnectedness have ushered in an era

of higher productivity in businesses and helped expand what is possible in the home.

Despite this growth in technology, devices are still managed and operated individually in the

same manner as when there were fewer devices and connectivity was rare. This approach is a poor

fit for today’s networks. In the enterprise, managing complex networks is tedious and error prone

involving the joint configuration and debugging of many different elements. In the home, users have

trouble integrating new devices into their homes. Return rates for home electronics are notoriously

high despite relatively low fault rates. Even explicit efforts to build devices that are easy to install

and manage have met with little success. I argue that in both cases extreme heterogeneity and a

lack of extensibility have conspired to make it difficult to build applications and tools that manage

networks holistically rather than devices individually.

I show how to tackle these issues and enable developers to easily build software applications that

logically span entire networks. Network administrators and home users can then select the applica-

tions that meet their needs either managing enterprise networks or expanding the capabilities of their

homes. In particular, I show that there are straightforward abstractions which can help developers

build applications atop modern heterogeneous networks but still admit efficient implementations.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last 20 years, computers—and recently many non-computer devices—have become

increasingly networked. Further, the networks connecting these devices have become more reliable,

faster and nearly ubiquitous. Enterprises often have gigabit ethernets with sub-millisecond latency

between desktops alongside a wireless network providing connectivity for mobile devices. At the

same time, the low cost of network hardware (both wired and wireless) is fomenting an explosion

of networked devices both at home and in the enterprise. No longer limited to laptops, tablets and

phones, network connectivity is finding its way into everything from TVs to locks to lightswitches.

This environment is an increasingly poor fit for existing, device-centric approaches to network

management and computing. Three of the largest challenges this environment presents are: (i)

how to manage increasing numbers of networked devices, (ii) how to coordinate these devices to

accomplish useful tasks in concert and (iii) how to allow for rapid innovation in network-based

services.

• Management: Whereas before there were only one or two devices that any given person had

to manage, today even users who are not technically savvy can wind up responsible for a dozen

or so devices. A house today can easily contain well over a dozen networked devices between

DVRs, set-top boxes, gaming consoles, Blu-ray/DVD players, cell phones, tablets and traditional

computers. In addition, commodity objects like locks, lightswitches and thermostats are in-

creasingly becoming networked. Similarly, enterprises have an ever-growing array of switches,

routers, firewalls, traffic shapers, deep packet inspection boxes, caches, load balancers, network

address translators (NATs) and virtual private networks (VPNs). Despite this increase in the

number and diversity of devices, approaches for managing the devices still lag. Most are man-

aged independently leading to an unsustainable growth in the management burden for users in

the home and network administrators in the enterprise.

• Coordination: Despite the fact that these devices are all managed independently, logical tasks
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often span many different devices. Policy changes in enterprise networks typically require simul-

taneous (or near-simultaneous) changes to the configuration of multiple devices to avoid outages

and/or inconsistent policy enforcement. In the home, for example, integration of diverse devices

using information about electricity pricing, occupancy and the outside temperature could better

inform thermostat control. Today these tasks require some outside entity (often a human be-

ing) to coordinate independent actions. This places a limit on the complexity and frequency of

coordination.

• Innovation: Because the building blocks of today’s networks are independent devices, innova-

tion stems mainly from the introduction of new devices. However, when compared to software,

devices are replaced infrequently and are difficult to update. This hampers how rapidly new

functionality can be introduced into networks and how rapidly it can evolve to meet current

needs. Further, it inhibits the creation of new devices that might take advantage of services

provided by other devices—raising costs and hindering deployment.

Rather than the current device-centric world, I argue that addressing these challenges will be

easier in a world that is network-centric. While many current systems do focus on multiple net-

worked devices they tend to be either loosely coupled (i.e., typical RESTful client-server applica-

tions), limited in domain (i.e., current AJAX-style web applications) or closed (i.e., commercial

home automation systems). None of these are a clean fit for a network-centric world where tasks

will increasingly span the devices in a network.

I limit the scope of my work to networks within a single administrative domain. Of course, cross-

domain issues are important, but I limit them to future work and discuss some issues in Section 6.1.3.

To simplify terminology, I use the term network to not only include the traditional network of wires,

switches and routers but also the devices1 that are connected by the network.

In this dissertation, I argue that the challenges presented above, and others, can be made more

tractable if networks (including the devices they contain) were programmable as a coordinated unit.

If developers are able to build applications which logically run atop the network as a whole, they

can provide a way to cleanly manage multiple devices simultaneously, allow for coordinated tasks

1For traditional computing devices—desktops, laptops, tablets, phones, etc.—my design provides mechanisms to
cleanly provide a portion of the device which is under the control of the network administrator and another which is
under the control of the user.
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that involve multiple devices and bring the rapid innovation which software solutions offer.

The notion of providing a platform to allow for the software to logically run across an ensemble

of devices is not new. An entire previous generation of network operating systems [137, 104, 74, 87]

aimed to provide an operating system that spanned multiple computers. Recent efforts provide

a centralized platform for controlling networking hardware [57, 144, 25, 22, 11, 82] focusing on

routers and switches. Further, others have sought to allow more indirect programming of net-

works via Active Networks [141] allowing the injection of safe code into packets to customize

how networks handle those packets. A more complete discussion of these and other work includ-

ing interoperability protocols [97, 139, 27, 41, 147, 146, 132] and monolithic systems for specific

purposes [78, 83, 3, 20] can be found in Chapters 2 and 5.

The efforts of this dissertation differ from this prior work in several key ways. First, in this

dissertation, I focus on techniques for building extensible software platforms on top of current com-

modity hardware. That is, I do not require hardware vendors to release new switches and routers, or

to revise current home electronics in order to function. Though my work remains able to capitalize

on such changes if they do become available. Second, I focus on providing developers with the tools

to build applications for these platforms, package the applications and distribute them. This model

requires less local expertise by people running the actual networks and instead allows them to draw

upon a toolbox of existing applications.

This thesis focuses on two environments where a software platform is needed: I designed and

built a system called HomeOS for home networks and home electronics and a system called ETTM

for enterprise networks. In both cases, there are three core challenges to overcome in building a

platform:

1. Coordination of independent devices Developers would like to write applications for the net-

work as though it was a single, in-order machine despite the fact that it consists of a large number

of independent devices. Appropriate abstractions must mask this fact when possible and expose

it cleanly to developers when it cannot be masked. To deal with this, I treat the network as a

distributed system and provide developers with explicit APIs to manage coordination.

2. Limited extensibility of commodity devices. The goal of this work is to make use of commod-

ity devices, which by their nature often offer extremely limited extensibility and programmabil-
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ity. Whether dealing with ethernet switches or lightswitches, developers must be given as much

control as possible. To deal with such devices, I proxy them with general purpose computation

in order to give an illusion of a more complete and extensible interface.

3. Simple abstractions and APIs for developers. Despite the significant heterogeneity across

networks and devices, developers must be able to write applications that run in diverse settings.

Further, it should be easy to package, publish, obtain, install and manage these applications. I

explore two sets of APIs that make this possible: one for building packet-oriented network man-

agement in enterprise networks and a second for making use of commodity networked devices

in the home.

1.1 ETTM: A Scalable, Fault-tolerant Network Manager

The usual suite of Internet protocols (e.g., TCP, IP, 802.11, Ethernet, etc.) provide the ability to

exchange data between nearly arbitrary devices. However, as networks have grown, reliably and

safely providing this service has become harder. At the same time, users and devices demand lower-

latency, higher-bandwidth and higher-availability networks. Thus, for many networks, simply using

the Internet protocol suite is insufficient to provide features like proper security [71, 44], resource

allocation and prioritization [120, 17], mobility [72], diagnosis [92] and configurability [25].

This call for extra features has not gone unanswered. Network hardware vendors offer a wide

range of middleboxes—networking hardware that provides functionality other than packet routing

and forwarding—that provide these features without the need to go through another standardization

process and change existing devices. Network hardware including firewalls, traffic shapers, virtual

private network endpoints, web proxies and web caches is readily available today.

Given the choice between middleboxes and missing functionality, most network administrators

deploy a diverse array of (proprietary) middleboxes in the network to address these issues. How-

ever, middleboxes are not a panacea. They are typically orders of magnitude more expensive than

commodity switches and must be individually configured and managed. These costs drive admin-

istrators to limit the number of middleboxes in their networks. They are usually deployed only at

choke points in the network and most often at the edge of (local area) networks at the connection to

the public Internet.
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This approach results in administrators painstakingly configuring many different middleboxes

and often locks them in to certain hardware vendors. It also makes providing fast, reliable, consistent

networks difficult. The limited vantage points and points of control offered by middleboxes restrict

the kinds of tasks and effectiveness of policies that can be implemented. Additionally, the lack of

coordination among different middleboxes makes consistent updates or policy enforcement difficult.

Further, while these middleboxes (and the switches they run alongside) are controllable, they are

not programmable. As a consequence network administrators must manage them explicitly. Ideally,

instead we would have an extensible software platform to enable arbitrary network functionality.

One way to do this would be to run network management code at the end-hosts since some end-host

is involved in all network communication. Among other challenges, this would require trusting

end-hosts which are notorious for being compromised and misconfigured.

However, I take exactly this approach—managing network resources via software running on

participating end-hosts—and leverage recent technological trends to do so in a way which is fast,

trustworthy, reliable and scalable. Although management software physically runs on end-hosts, it is

logically controlled centrally by the network administrator; the software and policies for a network

are pushed out and enforced by hardware under the administrator’s control.

I somewhat whimsically call the approach ETTM, or End to the Middle. Of course, there is still

a middle, to validate that a correct stack of network management software is running on each par-

ticipating node and to redirect traffic originating from non-participating nodes such as smartphones

and printers through a trusted intermediary. However, all other functionality is migrated out of the

network to end-hosts effectively proxying an inextensible middle with a programmable edge.

Moving packet processing to trusted end-hosts enables a wider variety of network management

functionality than is possible with today’s middlebox-based solutions, but raises the question of how

a collection of end-hosts can act in a coordinated fashion. Similarly, finding the right programming

interface for packet processing on a collection of end-hosts is an open problem.

The approach leverages four separate hardware and software trends: First, network switches

increasingly have the ability to flexibly re-route or filter traffic under administrator control [25, 97].

This functionality was originally added for distributed access control, e.g., to prevent visitors from
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connecting to the local file server. ETTM uses these new-generation switches2 as a lever to a more

general, fine-grained network control model, e.g., allowing efficient interposition of trusted network

management software on every packet. Second, many end-host computers today are equipped with

trusted computing hardware to validate that the end-host booted with uncorrupted software. This

allows ETTM to rely on software running on end-hosts, and not just network hardware in the mid-

dle of the network, as part of the enforcement mechanism for network management. Third, virtual

machines allow network management software to run in a trusted virtual machine which is logically

interposed on each network packet by a trusted hypervisor. Despite this, to the user each computer

looks like a normal, completely configurable local PC running a standard operating system. Users

can have complete administrative control over this OS without compromising the interposition en-

gine. Finally, multicore architectures mean that it is possible to interpose trusted packet processing

on every incoming/outgoing packet without a significant performance degradation to the rest of the

activity on a computer.

Using commodity end-hosts to interpose on every packet potentially slows down the network.

However, I show that filters (even CPU-intensive filters like deep packet inspection) run with accept-

able performance: a few hundred microseconds of delay with throughput of hundreds of megabits to

a few gigabits. Further, coordinating actions among different end-hosts is relatively lightweight. My

implementation can coordinate actions among hosts on a wired ethernet in less than a millisecond,

yet is resilient to end-host computer failures.

In addition to microbenchmarks, I show working implementations of several network applica-

tions using ETTM, including: a network address translator (NAT), transparent web cache, deep

packet inspection (DPI) service and bandwidth allocator. Despite the fact that these applications

can be implemented in middleboxes today, these version provide clear advantages. The ETTM NAT

reinstates fate-sharing as compared to current NAT boxes which take down all connections if they

crash. My distributed web cache provides more storage for cached objects while still preserving

the privacy of users. DPI implemented on ETTM benefits from increased coverage and does not

required expensive, central CPU to handle high-volume traffic. Lastly, end-host–based bandwidth

allocation can use knowledge about what application sent traffic as well as classification from DPI

2The approach can also provide benefits with only 802.1X [1] support—widely available in today’s commodity Eth-
ernet switches.
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to make better allocation decisions.

The ease with which these network applications could be implemented with ETTM (they were

each only a few hundred lines of C) and the advantages they gained from ETTM support indicates

its utility as a network platform. However, the true value of ETTM is the extensibility it offers

for developers to write other network management applications and for network administrators to

combine applications to suit their needs.

1.2 HomeOS: A Home-Wide OS

Pop culture, research prototypes and corporate demos have all shown a “smarthome” where multiple

devices cooperate to cater to users’ wishes with little or no effort. For instance, in a home with

remotely controllable lights, cameras and locks, it should be easy to automatically adjust lights

based on the weather and time of day as well as remotely view who is at the door before unlocking

it. But such seamless home-wide tasks are conspicuously absent from mainstream use despite the

availability of reasonably-priced hardware devices. For instance, wireless lightswitches, door locks

and IP cameras can be bought for (USD) $50–100 each.

Current efforts to enable cross-device tasks are either proprietary, commercial systems or custom

solutions painstakingly stitched together by expert hobbyists. Example commercial systems include

home security [3] and home automation [35]. Such installations are both expensive—in a recent

survey, they cost $14–120,000 per home [62]—and hard to extend to new devices. What limited

extensibility there is comes at the expense of personal time of experts or consultant fees [62]. These

factors keep smarthomes inaccessible to many despite their interest in using such a technology [105,

91, 62]. While commercial smarthome systems have been around since 1970s, only 215,000 systems

were shipped worldwide in 2008 [91].

An open, extensible software platform to coordinate commodity devices offers a better way

forward. Device interoperability protocols (e.g., DLNA [41] and Z-Wave [147]3) are already helping

move us in that direction. They let devices that support the same protocol cooperate and provide

interfaces that applications could use to control devices. However, many different devices lack a

common interoperability protocol, and in this common case they do little to help. Even if one of

3DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance) is a protocol for exchanging media. Z-Wave is a low-power wireless
networking protocol for home automation devices.
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these protocols becomes universal, they are not a complete solution [99, 40]. Applications need

support to run atop a shared set of devices without conflicting. Users need tools to control what

applications can do and when and where they can do it in their homes. Put another way, while

interoperability protocols can help, the home still needs an operating system.

At first, building such a platform might seem daunting given the particular challenges of the

home environment—rapidly evolving devices and protocols combined with non-expert home users.

But, in this thesis I show that it is possible to build such a system, while meeting the following

goals: (i) simplify application development over heterogeneous devices and protocols; (ii) provide

tools that allow non-experts to easily manage, secure and extend technology in their homes and (iii)

allow for rapid introduction of new software and hardware into the home.

I present an architecture and its instantiation in the form of a system called HomeOS. The system

has been under development for two years and its current design is the result of multiple revisions

based on personal experiences as well as feedback from a community of users and developers.

HomeOS uses (i) protocol-independent services to provide developers with simple abstractions to

access devices, (ii) simple Datalog-based access control rules and straightforward primitives to

provide users control of their homes with a focus on security and (iii) a kernel that is agnostic of

the particular devices to which it provides access, allowing it to easily incorporate new devices and

applications.

HomeOS currently runs in 12 real homes and 41 students have developed applications using it.

It currently includes support for several device interoperability protocols (e.g., Z-Wave and DLNA)

and many kinds of devices (e.g., lights, televisions and door/window sensors). The homes run appli-

cations varying from getting e-mail notifications with photos when the front or back door is unex-

pectedly opened, to seamlessly migrating video around the house. Students have built applications

ranging from using Kinect cameras to control devices via gestures to personalized, face-recognition-

based reminder systems.

The experiences of these users and developers, along with controlled experiments, help to vali-

date the design. Users were able to easily manage HomeOS and particularly liked the ability to or-

ganically add devices and applications to their deployments. Developers appreciated the ease with

which they could implement desired functionality in HomeOS, without worrying about low-level

details of devices and protocols.
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1.3 Thesis and Contributions

This dissertation’s primary purpose is to argue the following thesis: There are straightforward ab-

stractions which can help developers build applications atop modern heterogeneous networks, but

still admit efficient implementations.

To this end, it argues that open software platforms enabling third-party developers to write ap-

plications that logically run across an entire network will enable easier management, better coordi-

nated functionality and more rapid innovation. This dissertation presents two such platforms: For

home networks, I present HomeOS which enables simplified application development on top of and

management of commodity networked devices. For enterprise-networks, I present ETTM which

provides a platform to build per-packet-based network management applications which execute on

the commodity PCs which are using the network.

The design, implementation and evaluation of these two platforms are the two main contributions

of this dissertation and are described in detail in Chapter 3 (ETTM) and Chapter 4 (HomeOS). In

addition, there are three key ideas common to the two which should prove useful in the design of

any future network platforms.

• Extensibility for commodity devices Commodity devices today—be they networking hardware

or home electronics—are nearly always inextensible which prevents the development of useful

applications to either expose new functionality or aid in the management of the devices. To pro-

vide open platforms for such applications, some mechanism must make these devices logically

extensible. Both platforms do this by proxying inextensible devices with a general purpose shim

that can act as though the device was extensible.

• Coordination and reliability in distributed platforms Fundamentally, platforms designed to

run atop networks of devices are distributed systems and thus must deal with the intrinsic issues

of coordinating distributed devices, managing shared state and dealing with potential failures.

While the two systems solve these issues in different ways, they point out two points in the

spectrum which provide coordination, shared state and fault tolerance in different environments.

In both cases, the mechanisms impose low enough overhead that they do not inhibit the func-

tionality of the platform.
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• À la carte application model Both HomeOS and ETTM are built with the idea that third-

party developers will build and publish applications. While this is common for desktop and

smartphone applications, it is novel in the space of network applications where custom, in-

house solutions and/or single-vendor off-the-shelf solutions are most common. Instead, I take

the approach of allowing network administrators—be they enterprise staff or home users—to

pick and choose the applications which provide the network features they want. This focus also

makes trust a central issue requiring careful isolation and trust boundaries to be drawn between

network administrators, third-party applications and the user-administered devices attached the

network.

1.4 Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents requisite background

material to inform the reader of the terminology that will be used as well as sketches of the cur-

rent state of enterprise and home networking. The core contributions of the thesis—ETTM and

HomeOS—are presented in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Chapter 5 contains a thorough discus-

sion of related work while Chapter 6 articulates the conclusions of this work and several possible

directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

This chapter presents the relevant terminology and context to understand the remainder of this

dissertation. In addition to terminology, it discusses the current state of networks in enterprises and

homes as well as research and commercial efforts into making them programmable.

2.1 Terminology

Generally there is not much confusion about what is meant by terms like network, computer and

device because they are clear by context, but this work spans enough different contexts that these

terms are not always clear. This section defines the potentially ambiguous terms in the context of

this work as well as providing some of the base terminology for talking about networks.

Throughout this thesis I use the terms node, host, end-host, computer and machine interchange-

ably to refer to general purpose computers which run commodity operating systems and third-party

applications. This includes desktops, laptops, tablets and cell phones. Many devices include general

purpose computers, but do not expose an externally programmable interface. This includes most

home routers, enterprise switches and many other devices. These systems even sometimes run a

version of embedded Linux, but use it purely for internal operation and do not provide it as a way to

run third-party code.

I refer to things which do not directly export an interface providing for general purpose com-

putation or simply lack it as either devices or networked devices. Note that for the purposes of this

dissertation almost everything I refer to as a device is also a networked device because otherwise

it would be inaccessible to any network platform. I take a broad view of what constitutes being

networked; for instance, even devices controlled by IR remotes are networked assuming that there

is a programmable IR emitter.

Traditionally, networks are categorized into local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks

(WANs). LANs connect a small number of hosts (anywhere from one to a few thousand) together.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the various parts of a network.

However, the techniques1 used to connect hosts into LANs do not easily scale beyond thousands of

hosts and thus WANs are used to connect multiple LANs. Today, the most important WAN is the

Internet and any use of the word WAN in this dissertation refers to the Internet. A sample LAN can

be seen in Figure 2.1. This dissertation confines itself to programming and managing LANs and

uses the word network to refer to a LAN.

As seen in Figure 2.1, a LAN consists of routers, switches and links (wireless APs are just

specialized switches and will be discussed below) which connect devices and computers. Devices

and computers are directly attached to links (either wired or wireless) and they receive messages

from and place messages on their attached links. Routers and switches are attached to more than

one link and are responsible for receiving messages and forwarding them on the appropriate link

based on the messages’ intended destination. The set of links which messages traverse to get from

one point to another is referred to as a path. Historically, switches operate within a LAN, while

routers forward traffic between LANs. A link that connects a LAN to the public Internet is referred

1Most notably the use of broadcast messages, the need for caches that contain the addresses of all hosts on the network
and the restriction of path selection to the use of a spanning tree.
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to as an access link. Within this dissertation, I typically do not differentiate between routers and

switches, but generally refer to switches.

Two other kinds of hardware which come up in this dissertation that warrant some special at-

tention are home gateways which are colloquially called routers by many users and wireless access

points (wireless APs). Home gateways are commonly used as the central point for distributing In-

ternet access through a home network. They typically act as both a switch (inside the home) and a

router for forwarding traffic between the home and the Internet. Wireless APs are simply switches

which may have wireless links in addition to more traditional wired links.

As stated earlier, this dissertation uses the term network broadly. I include not only the elements

of a traditional network, but also the devices and a portion of the computers that are attached to the

network. While taking a broad definition, I make the assumption that the networks discussed fall

within a single administrative domain. That is, I assume that a single organization or person has

authority over the entirety of a network. In essence, this is because the platforms I propose and build

ultimately give a network administrator (or administrators) the power to logically run applications

which span the entire network.

The messages that devices and computers send and receive on links are called frames in the

context of a single link and packets in the context of a complete path. I generally describe messages

as packets. Each message contains a source and destination which describe where the message

came from and where it should go. A sequence of related messages having the same source and

destination are referred to as a flow. Switches and routers generally choose which link to send

messages on by looking it up in a local table based only on the specified destination. This process is

called forwarding the message. The process by which the destination-based table is created is called

routing and typically involves routers or switches exchanging partial path information so that they

know which direction (link) to send messages to reach each destination.

As stated earlier, the need for additional network functionality has lead to the deployment of

devices in the middle of the network which are not switches or routers. These devices are typically

called middleboxes and they need not process packets based purely on destination-based forwarding.

This makes them much more flexible, but their behavior is often harder to predict and may break

some assumptions about networks. For instance, an intrusion prevention system tries to drop packets

which contain potential attacks. To do this it usually inspects the contents of packets, the contents
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of whole flows or and may even correlate information from multiple flows.

2.2 State of Modern Networks

This section describes what current networks look like, the kinds of devices they contain as well as

some of their limitations both in enterprises and in homes.

2.2.1 In the Enterprise

Modern enterprises have fully embraced computer networks as fundamental to day-to-day business

and built the IT departments to match. They are a veritable cornucopia of all that networking

hardware and software vendors have to offer. A minimal enterprise network (for an enterprise large

enough to have an IT department) likely consists of a firewall, an intrusion detection or prevention

system (IDS/IPS), a web cache and a facility to allow for remote access to the network via a virtual

private network (VPN) connection. A larger enterprise will likely go several steps further. For

instance, creating multiple separate networks (e.g., production, research and development) either

physically or logically, carefully managing access link bandwidth and logically bridging multiple

locations into one LAN. This is in addition to the normal wireless APs, routers and switches that

provide basic connectivity between the hosts and devices attached to the network.

Because different hardware vendors have different areas of strength, IT departments are forced

to pick between the lesser of two evils. Either using a single vendor’s hardware throughout their

network and risking vendor lock-in or having hardware from many different vendors and risking

poor interoperability and limited support in the event of problems.

In either event, an IT department’s actual goal is not just to put together an assortment of hard-

ware, but to provide a correctly functioning, safe network. This involves coordinated configuration

and administration of the various devices; a task not easily accomplished today. Generally, each de-

vice will have its own configuration and the configurations must be manually created and pushed out

to devices with any coordination being conducted by human network operators manually making

changes in multiple phases and pushing the changes out as close to simultaneously as they can.

Tools exist to assist in managing a fleet of networking hardware including vendor provided soft-

ware [32] as well as other tools like IBM’s Tivoli [68], HP’s Network Management Center (previ-
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ously OpenView) [66] and CA’s Network and Systems Management suite (formerly Unicenter) [69].

These tools focus primarily either on providing access to the vendor’s own devices or focus on pro-

viding visibility into the network, but not control. For example, Figure 2.2 shows a screenshot of the

Cisco Prime LAN Management Solution where “Non Cisco Devices” make up a sliver of the total

devices; correspondingly, the tool provides fewer features when addressing these devices. Solutions

which provide more universal coverage of devices usually focus on the use of the Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP) [27] for monitoring network status. The wide deployment of SNMP

enables these tools to generally provide timely and accurate information about the network includ-

ing providing alerts about anomalous events such as high loss rates, higher than normal rates of

malformed packets and links going up or down. The more advanced network monitoring tools also

try to group related network events based on whether they are likely to be related and may even

suggest actions to resolve problems [7, 8].

Recent work has argued that one reason network operation resists more automation is that op-

erators tend to distrust automation when they cannot predict or understand when and how it can be

wrong [7, 89]. While my work does not directly address this issue, it does provide an alternate ap-

proach to make network management simpler: to treat network management as a software problem.

This allows for the network to be instrumented at a level that is difficult today and would enable

network administrators to find bugs and misconfigurations as is done with software today.

2.2.2 In the Home

Home networks are one of the least well understood kinds of networks today. Their private nature

makes them hard to measure or study at scale and the fact that they are administered by millions of

different ‘network administrators’ who largely do not talk to each other about best practices means

they are likely to exhibit much more configuration diversity than other networks.

Despite that, this section summarizes the state of home networks based on recent work oth-

ers have done [24, 55, 99] as well as a field study of households with home automation [62] con-

ducted while designing HomeOS. The study spanned 31 users across 14 households with each home

containing a commercial home automation system (e.g., lights, security cameras, window sensors,

locks) as well as other technology (e.g., PCs, smartphones, game consoles, etc.). Together these
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Figure 2.2: A screenshot of the Cisco Prime LAN Management Solution [31].

provide both a sketch of typical homes today as well as understanding how advanced homes use

technology and the challenges they face. I do not claim the field study as a contribution of this

dissertation, but use its findings to guide the design of HomeOS.

I discuss the state of home networks with a focus on home automation and cross-device coordi-

nation from the perspectives of users, application developers and device vendors.

The User Perspective

Despite the abundance of affordable home technology available, users face two main hurdles with

home technology today: managing a growing number of devices and integrating devices to conduct

cross-device tasks.

Management and security The increasing complexity and number of devices in the home stresses

users’ ability to manage them. For example, TVs are now equipped with Blu-ray players, digital

video recorders (DVRs) and Internet connections; even hitherto simple devices, such as doors, can

now be made remotely controllable. Users must independently configure and secure most devices

and are forced to learn many different interfaces and semantics. This additional burden provides

incentives for users to both bring fewer devices into their homes and enable less functionality on
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the devices they do have. This is at the same time that the number of useful and affordable home

devices is exploding.

This burden is particularly noteworthy when it comes to security and access control. Studies

have found that users are frequently forced to choose between inconvenience and insecurity [55, 62].

For instance, when they are unable to easily and securely configure guest access for devices (e.g.,

printers) on their home networks, they either deny access to guests or completely open up their

networks. Unlike configuration of a new device, which may be a one-time task, the access-control

challenge arises on an on-going basis.

Integration Even when users invest in sophisticated, networked devices, they have a hard time

fully realizing the functionality their devices are collectively capable of. Cross-device compatibility

tends to be straightforward only when two devices implement the same standard (e.g., DLNA), are

part of one multi-device system (e.g., cameras and locks for security) or are from the same vendor

(e.g., Xbox and Zune). Such limitations frustrate users by making it unclear when new software

or hardware will be easy to integrate with their home. These issues cause many homes to abandon

integration altogether, not even bothering to integrate their devices into one LAN.

While commercial home automation systems combine multiple devices, users cannot easily

modify their functionality or combine them with other technology in the home. As a result, users

are either locked-into buying from a single vendor or paying a substantial cost (in either time or

consulting fees) to integrate devices from multiple vendors [62].

The developer perspective

Given the sheer number of homes buying new networked gadgets, one might expect that developing

software to relieve these problems would be lucrative. However, there are few developers in this

domain today. One reason developers rarely build this kind of software is because the differences

across homes make it hard to write applications that work in a range of different homes. I identify

four main sources of heterogeneity which frustrate development efforts:

Topology Devices are interconnected in different ways across homes. Some homes have a Wi-Fi-

only network while others have a mix of Wi-Fi, Ethernet and Z-Wave. Further, some devices use
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multiple connectivity modes (e.g., smartphones switch between home Wi-Fi and 3G).

Devices Different devices, even of the same type, support different standards. For example, light

switches may use Z-Wave, ZigBee or X10; and TVs might use DLNA, UPnP AV and/or other

custom protocols.

User control Different homes have different requirements as to how various activities should

occur [55]. For example, some want the Xbox to not run after 9 PM, while others might want

the security camera to record only at night.

Coordination If multiple tasks are running, cases where they access a device at the same time

will inevitably arise. Such accesses may be undesirable. For instance, a climate control application

may want the windows open when a security application wants them closed.

High heterogeneity drives up the engineering cost of making software broadly useful. Combined

with the fact that users are often unwilling to pay high prices for applications [62]—a behavior

also observed for smartphone applications—it significantly reduces the profitability of developing

software for the home. To make matters worse, the study showed that there appear to be few “killer

apps” with broad appeal. Study participants were asked to rank a list of 17 applications in terms of

desirability. The results found no consensus around a particular set of applications. Thus, profitable

home application development will require low engineering cost, so that the costs can be recouped

even if a small number of households will buy the application.

2.2.3 The vendor perspective

Some (but not all) of the problems in home networks result from poor inter-vendor interoperability.

This stems not from a desire to make cross-device tasks hard, but the desire to avoid commoditiza-

tion. At the same time, the management burden and lost functionality caused by non-interoperability

results in high return rates and users purchasing fewer products. Thus, even as a solution must stan-

dardize interfaces to mitigate heterogeneity, it must also allow vendors to differentiate their products.

If done properly, this will enable developers and users to have homes that are easy to manage and

program at the same time that device vendors can offer innovative and competitive products.
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2.3 State of Programmable Networks

While typically deployed only in research labs and a smattering of very rich or very technically

savvy homes, there are a set of research and commercial efforts which aim to provide some network-

wide operation. I loosely group these efforts into two categories: First, efforts which aim to provide

network-wide control of how messages flow through the switches and routers of a network and

second, efforts to provide developer assistance in writing applications which span multiple different

devices.

2.3.1 Network Control

A variety of recent research efforts provide control over the paths that flows or packets take through a

network. Some of them attempt to merely find allowable paths [11], while others focus on providing

a full fledged system for path selection [22, 21, 53, 144]. Still others seek to provide simply isolation

between different hosts on a network either preventing the exchange of packets between certain hosts

or that and providing performance isolation [26, 25, 110, 123].

Most recently, the availability of switches supporting OpenFlow [97], which present a uniform

interface to configure packet forwarding, has brought about a wide field of platforms that control

packet forwarding [82, 57, 121].

These efforts differ from those commonly used in enterprises today (described earlier in Sec-

tion 2.2.1) in that they not only offer visibility into the current operation of the network, but also

focus on providing control of how the network forwards packets. In fact, they tend to focus much

more on providing control than providing visibility. These efforts are making headway and recently

have even been explicitly supported with research efforts by large enterprises like Google [82].

These efforts differ from those discussed in this dissertation because they focus on providing

only path selection and occasionally rate limiting rather than the full range of functionality expected

of networks today. Further they do not naturally extend to being used in contexts beyond traditional

networking where additional non-networking devices will be involved.
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2.3.2 Programming Networks of Devices

Other research efforts have focused on making it simpler to program groups of devices as a whole,

though they usually focus on a particular problem domain thus constraining either the kinds of ap-

plications which are easy to build, the sets of devices that they can control or both. This includes

efforts to seamlessly allow for collaboration and migration of content between screens in a confer-

ence room [20], track occupants and activities through homes [78] and others.

Some commercial home automation systems including HomeSeer [65] and Control 4 [35] pro-

vide limited programmability as well, but either offer limited supported devices or provide restricted

programming models. Moreover, the programming is usually expected to either be done by the user

or by a contractor on a one-off basis rather than focusing on making it easy to build, distribute,

install and manage applications.
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Chapter 3

A PLATFORM FOR SCALABLE, FAULT-TOLERANT NETWORK
MANAGEMENT

Enterprise networks today are complex and network administrators use a wide variety of differ-

ent devices to gain control of the network and provide the required functionality to users. While

routers and switches provide connectivity, administrators typically need to provide more function-

ality and do so using proprietary middleboxes including NATs, firewalls, VPN boxes, web caches

and IDS boxes. Not only are these middleboxes often expensive, but they must also be individually

administered raising the cost of management as well.

These added costs encourage network administrators to minimize the number of middleboxes

in their networks, deploying them only at network choke points, without redundancy and without

excess capacity. This results in networks where middleboxes are single points of failure, have lim-

ited vantage points of network traffic and have limited excess capacity to cope with network growth.

Further, because the overall desired network behavior is determined by multiple devices, network

configuration changes usually entail making multiple coordinated changes at multiple devices. Even

worse, while these changes are being made, the behavior of the network is often undefined.

In contrast, ETTM is a scalable and fault-tolerant platform designed to provide a reliable, trust-

worthy and standardized software platform on which to build pervasive local area network manage-

ment services with minimal need for specialized hardware. Instead of dedicated hardware, ETTM

builds mechanisms to allow for the execution of network management tasks on the potentially un-

trusted and unreliable commodity machines which are already attached to the network.

ETTM’s target environment is enterprise-scale networks with common administrative control

over most of the hardware on the network, but with complex quality of service and security require-

ments. For these networks, ETTM provides a uniform administrative and programming interface

to control network traffic at packet granularity, implemented securely and efficiently by exploiting

trends in PC and network switch hardware design. ETTM’s aim is to provide network administrators
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a greater degree of control over network behavior at lower cost, and network users a greater degree

of performance, reliability and flexibility, compared to existing solutions.

This approach prompts several questions concerning security, reliability and extensibility. In

particular, I must answer three key questions in building this system:

• How can network management tasks be entrusted to commodity end hosts which are notorious

for being insecure? In the ETTM model, network management tasks can be relocated to any

trusted execution environment on the network, whether that machine was the original end-host

of the communication or not. This requires the network management software to be isolated

from the host OS, so that the administrator of the machine has access only to their own traffic.

• If the management tasks are decentralized, how can these distributed points of control provide

consistent decisions which survive node failures or disconnections? The system should not

break simply because a user, or a whole team of users, turn off their computers. In particular,

the management services have to be available in face of node failures and maintain consistent

state regarding the managed resources.

• How can I architect an extensible system that enables the deployment of new network man-

agement services and have them interpose on relevant packets? Network administrators need a

single interface to install, configure and compose new network management services. Further,

the implementation of the interface should not impose undue overheads on network traffic.

While most of the techniques I apply to surmount these challenges are well-known, their com-

bination into a unified platform able to support a diverse set of network services is novel. The

particular mechanisms I employ are summarized in Table 3.1 and the architecture of a given end-

host participating in management can be seen in Figure 3.1.

The function of these mechanisms is perhaps best illustrated by example, so consider a dis-

tributed Network Address Translation (NAT) service for sharing a single IP address among a set of

hosts. Any NAT (and the NAT service in ETTM) is used to share a single public IP address among

a larger number of internal host and does so by mapping globally visible IP address and port pairs

numbers to private IP address and port pairs and vice versa. This is done with a logical translation

table containing the relevant mappings at any given time.

First, and perhaps most importantly, the translation table itself needs to be consistent and sur-
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of an ETTM end-host. Network management services are executed
within a trusted virtual machine environment. Application flows are routed to the appropriate net-
work management service using a micro virtual router (µvrouter). Network services are further able
to make use of distributed consensus (paxos) to manage shared state.

Mechanism Description Tech Trends Goals Section
Trusted
Authorization

An extension to the 802.1X net-
work access control protocol to
authorize trusted software stacks.

TPM Trust 3.1.1

Attested
Execution
Environment

A trusted space to run filters and
control plane processes on un-
trusted end-hosts.

Virtualization,
Multicore

Scalability 3.1.2

Physical
Switches

In-network enforcers of access
control and routing/switching
policy decisions.

Open interfaces Standardization 3.1.3

Filters End-host enforcers of network
policy which run inside the At-
tested Execution Environment.

Multicore Extensibility 3.1.4

Consensus Agreement on management deci-
sions and shared state.

Fault-tolerant,
distributed
algorithms

Reliability,
Extensibility

3.1.5

Table 3.1: Summary of mechanisms in ETTM.
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vive faults, so it is maintained and modified consistently by the consensus subsystem that makes use

of the Paxos [84] distributed coordination algorithm. Second, the translator must be able to inter-

pose on all traffic that is either entering or leaving the NATed network. The micro virtual router’s

(µvrouter’s) filters allow for this interposition on packets sourced by a ETTM end-host, while the

physical switches are set up to deliver incoming packets to either the appropriate host or to some

participating end-host running ETTM1 taking care to select hosts which can handle the added load.

Lastly, because potentially untrusted hosts will be involved in the processing of each packet, the

service is run only in an isolated attested execution environment on hosts that have been verified

using ETTM’s trusted authorization protocol based on commodity trusted hardware.

3.1 Design and Implementation

This section describes the design and implementation of each of the mechanisms described in Ta-

ble 3.1 in detail. ETTM is both a design and a concrete implementation of that design. The im-

plementation consists of (i) a set of APIs for writing network services, (ii) a runtime to host those

services on end-hosts and (iii) a set of mechanisms to verify the runtime is in place on hosts before

they may participate.

3.1.1 Trusted Authorization

Traditionally, end-hosts running commodity operating systems have been considered too insecure to

be entrusted with the management of network resources. However, the recent proliferation of trusted

computing hardware has opened the possibility of restructuring this placement of trust. In particular,

using the TPM [130] shipping with many current computers, it is possible to verify that a remote

computer booted a particular software stack. In ETTM, I use this feature to build an extension

to the widely-used 802.1X network access control protocol [1] to make authorization decisions

based on the booted software stack of end-hosts rather than using traditional key- or password-based

techniques. Note that the guarantees provided by trusted computing hardware generally assume that

an attacker cannot physically tamper with the host, and I make this assumption as well.

1This can be accomplished with legacy ethernet switches using a form of detour routing or more efficiently with more
modern externally configurable switches [97]. Traffic from unvalidated hosts is always redirected through a trusted
intermediary.
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The remainder of this section describes the particular capabilities of current trusted hardware

and how they enable the remote verification of a given software stack.

Trusted Platform Module A TPM consists of a cryptographic processor as well as persistent and

volatile memory. While TPMs have a wide variety of capabilities including secure storage, RSA

key management, random number generation and attestation, I focus on the features required to

remotely verify that a machine has booted a given software stack. In particular, I look at a TPM’s

ability to store secure integrity measurements and attest to their values in a verifiable way.

One of the keys stored in the TPM’s persistent memory is the endorsement key (EK). The EK

serves as an identity for the particular TPM and is immutable. Ideally, the EK also comes with a cer-

tificate from the manufacturer stating that the EK belongs to a valid hardware TPM. However many

TPMs do not ship with an EK from the manufacturer. Instead, the EK is set as part of initializing

the TPM for its first use.

The volatile memory inside the TPM is used to store measurement data in the form of Platform

Control Registers (PCRs) as well as any currently loaded keys. All PCR values start as 0 at boot

and can only be changed by an extend operation. The extend operation takes the old value of the

PCR register, concatenates it with a new value, computes their hash using Secure Hash Algorithm 1

(SHA-1) and replaces the current value in the PCR with the output of the hash operation. More

succinctly: PCRi := SHA-1(PCRi|new value).

Trusted Boot The intent of trusted boot is that as the system boots, each software component

will be fingerprinted using SHA-1 and its fingerprint will be used to extend at least one of the

PCRs. Thus, after booting, the PCRs when taken together will provide a tamper-evident summary

of what happened during boot. For instance, the post-boot PCR values can be compared against

ones corresponding to a known-good boot to establish if a certain software stack has been loaded or

not.

To properly measure all of the relevant components in the software stack requires that each layer

be instrumented to measure the integrity of the next layer and then store that measurement in a PCR

before passing execution on. By storing measurements of different components into different PCRs,

individual components can be replaced independently. Additionally this enables compact lists of
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allowable components and eases finding the reason for failed attestations.

As each measurement’s validity depends on the correctness of the measuring component, the

PCRs form a chain of trust that must be rooted somewhere. This root is the immutable boot block

code in the BIOS and is referred to as the Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM). The CRTM

measures itself as well as the rest of BIOS and appends the value into a PCR before passing control

to any software or firmware. This means that any changeable code will not acquire a blank PCR

state and cannot forge being the “bottom” of the stack.

It should be noted that the values in the PCRs are only representative of the state of the machine

at boot time. If malicious software is loaded or changes are made to the system thereafter, the

changes will not be reflected in the PCRs until the machine is rebooted. Thus, it is important that

only minimal software layers are attested. ETTM attests to the BIOS, boot loader, virtual machine

monitor and execution environment for network services. It does not need to attest the guest OS

running on the device, as it is never given access to the raw packets traversing the device.

Attestation Once a machine is booted with PCR values in the TPM, ETTM needs a verifiable way

to extract them from the TPM so that a remote third party can verify that they match a known-good

software stack and that they came from a real TPM. In theory this attestation should be as simple

as signing the post-boot PCR values with the EK, but signing data with the EK directly is disal-

lowed.2 Instead, Attestation Identity Keys (AIKs) are created to sign data and create attestations.

The AIKs must be associated with the TPM’s EK either via a Privacy CA or via Direct Anonymous

Attestation [130] in order to prove that the AIKs belong to a real TPM. As a practical matter, my

ETTM implementation eschews any knowledge of EKs and instead assumes that an IT department

will provision new equipment with AIKs during normal provisioning and keep a persistent database

of valid AIKs. This prevents dealing with either the lack of vender certificates for EKs as well as

the complex issues of associating AIKs with EKs.

To facilitate attestation, TPMs provide a quote operation which takes a nonce, then signs a digest

of the current PCRs and that nonce with a given AIK. Thus, a verifier can challenge a TPM-equipped

computer with a random, fresh nonce and validate that the response comes from a known-good AIK,

contains the fresh nonce and represents a known-good software stack.

2This is to avoid creating an immutable identity which is revealed in every interaction involving the TPM.
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Operation Time (s) Std. Dev. (s)
PCR Extend 0.0253 0.001
Create AIK 34.3 8.22
Load AIK 1.75 0.002
Sign PCR 0.998 0.001

Table 3.2: The time (in seconds) it takes for a variety of TPM operations to complete.

ETTM Boot On recognizing the connection of a new host to an ETTM network, the attached

switch establishes a tunnel to a verification server and maintains this tunnel until the verification

server reaches a verdict about authorization. The verification server can be either an already-booted

end-host running ETTM, a persistent server on the LAN or even a cloud service3 and is responsible

for checking the validity of the booted software stack and attestation.

If the host is verified as running a complete, trusted software stack then it is simply granted

access to the network. If the host is running either an incomplete or old software stack, the ETTM

software on the end-host attempts to download a fresh copy of the AEE and retries. Traffic from

nonconforming hosts are tunneled to a participating host; ETTM’s design assumes this is a rare case.

ETTM’s trusted authorization protocol creates this exchange via an extension to the 802.1X

and EAP protocols. It uses a modified version of the wpa supplicant [93] 802.1X client and

the FreeRADIUS [51] 802.1X server to support this extension and provide authorization to clients

based purely on their attested software stacks.

Evaluation Table 3.2 presents microbenchmarks for various TPM operations on a Dell Latitude

e5400 with a Broadcom TPM complying to version 1.2 of the TPM spec, an Intel 2 GHz Core 2

Duo processor with 2 GB of RAM.

The time to create the AIK is needed only once at system initialization. The total time added to

the normal boot sequence for an ETTM enabled host is negligible as most actions can be trivially

overlapped with other boot tasks. Assuming the challenge nonce is received, the signing time can

be overlapped with the booting of the guest OS as no attestation is required to guest OS state.

3ETTM assumes the existence of some persistently reachable computer to bootstrap new nodes and store TPM con-
figuration state. Under normal operation, this is a currently active verified ETTM node.
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Operation Wall Clock Time (s)
client start 0
receive first server message +0.049
receive challenge nonce +0.021
send signed PCRs +0.998
receive server decision +0.018
Total 1.09

Table 3.3: The time (in seconds) it takes for an 802.1X EAP-TSS authorization with breakdown by
operation.

Table 3.3 shows a breakdown of how long each step takes in the current implementation of

trusted authorization assuming an up-to-date trusted software stack is already installed on the end-

host and the relevant AIK has already been loaded. The total time to verify the boot status is just

over one second. This is dominated by the roughly one second that it takes to sign the PCR values

after having received the challenge nonce.

This process is shown in Figure 3.2. First, the end-host connects to an ETTM switch, receives an

EAP Request Identity packet (1) and responds with an EAP Response/Identity frame containing the

desired AIK to use (2). The switch encapsulates this response inside an 802.1X packet which is for-

warded to the verification server running a modified version of FreeRADIUS (3). The FreeRADIUS

server responds with a second EAP Request Trusted Software Stack frame containing a nonce, again

encapsulated inside an 802.1X packet (4), and the end-host responds with an EAP Response Trusted

Software Stack frame containing the signed PCR values proving the booted software stack (5). This

concludes the verification stage.

The verification server can then either render a verdict as to whether access is granted (7) or

require the end-host to go through a provisioning stage (6) where extra code and/or configuration

can be loaded onto the machine and the authorization retried.

3.1.2 Attested Execution Environment

The Attested Execution Environment (AEE) is the vessel in which network management activities

take place on end-hosts. It aims to provide three key features: (i) a mechanism to intercept all

incoming and outgoing traffic, (ii) a secure and isolated execution environment and (iii) a common
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Figure 3.2: The steps required for an ETTM boot and trusted authorization.

platform on which to build network management applications.

To interpose the AEE on all network traffic, the hypervisor (the current implementation makes

use of Xen [13]) is configured to forward all incoming and outgoing network traffic through the

AEE. This configuration is verified as part of trusted authorization. Once the AEE has been inter-

posed on all traffic, it can apply the ETTM filters (described in Section 3.1.4) giving each network

service the required points of visibility and control of the data path.

Further, the hypervisor is configured to isolate the AEE from any other virtual machines it hosts.

Thus, the AEE will be able to faithfully execute the prescribed filters regardless of the configuration

of the commodity operating system. The AEE can also execute network management tasks which

are not directly related to the host’s traffic. For example, it could redirect traffic to a mobile host,

verify a new host’s software stack or reconfigure physical switches (described in Section 3.1.3). It

is even possible for a host to run multiple AEEs simultaneously with some being run on behalf of

other nodes in the system. For instance, a desktop with excess processing power can stand-in to

filter the traffic from a mobile phone.

Lastly, the AEE provides a common platform to build network management services. Because

this platform is run as a VM, it can remain constant across all end-hosts4 providing a standardized

software API. The current AEE implementation is a stripped-down Linux virtual machine aug-

mented with APIs to manage filters (described in Section 3.1.4) as well as to manage reliable,

consistent, distributed state (described in Section 3.1.5).

4More precisely, it can remain constant across all end-hosts which can run a hypervisor.
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3.1.3 Physical Switches

Physical switches are the lowest-level building block in ETTM. Their primary purpose is to provide

control and visibility into the link layer of the network. This includes access control, flexible control

of packet forwarding and link layer topology monitoring.

• Authorization/Access Control: As described earlier, switches redirect and tunnel traffic from

as-of-yet unauthorized hosts until an authorization decision has been made.

• Flexible Packet Forwarding: The ability to install custom forwarding rules in the network en-

ables significantly more efficient implementations of some network management services (e.g.,

NAT). Flexible forwarding also enables more efficient routing by not constraining traffic within

the traditional ethernet spanning tree protocol.

• Topology Monitoring: In order to properly manage available network resources, end-hosts

must be able to discover what network resources exist. This includes the set of physical switches

and links along with the links’ latencies and capacities.

At a minimum, ETTM only requires the first of these capabilities and since ETTM implements

access control via an extension to 802.1X and EAP, most current ethernet switches (even many in-

expensive home routers [102, 101]) can serve as ETTM switches. There are advantages to more

full-featured switches, however. For instance, a physical switch that supports the 802.1AE MAC-

Sec [2] specification can provide a secure mechanism to differentiate between the different hosts

attached to the same physical ethernet port and authorize them independently, while denying access

to other unauthorized hosts attached to the port. Additionally, ETTM can better manage network

resources when used in conjunction with an OpenFlow switch [97]. OpenFlow provides a wealth

of network status information and supports packet header rewriting and flexible, rule-based packet

forwarding. In Section 3.2, I discuss how these features can be used in developing efficient imple-

mentations of various network services.

3.1.4 Micro Virtual Router

On each end-host, ETTM constructs a lightweight virtual router, called the micro virtual router

(µvrouter), which mediates access to incoming and outgoing packets by the various services. Ser-
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matchOnHeader()
returns true if the filter can match purely on IP, TCP and UDP headers and false if the filter must use
full packets
getPriority()
returns the priority of the filter, this is used to establish the order in which filters are applied
getName()
simply returns a human readable name of the filter
matchHeader(iphdr, tcphdr, udphdr)
returns true if the filter is interested in a packet with these headers; undefined filters are set to NULL and
behavior is undefined if matchOnHeader() returns true
match(packet)
returns true if the filter is interested in the packet; behavior is undefined if matchOnHeader() returns
false
filter(packet)
actually processes a packet; returns one of ERROR, CONTINUE, SEND, DROP or QUEUED and possibly
modifies the packet
upkeep()
this function is called ‘frequently’ and enables the filter to perform any maintenance that is required
getReadyPackets()
this returns a list of packets that the filter would like to either dequeue or introduce; this is called ‘fre-
quently’

Table 3.4: The filter API.

vices use the µvrouter to inspect and modify packets as well as insert new packets or drop packets.

The core idea of filters in ETTM is that they are the mechanism to interpose on a per-packet basis

and their behavior can be controlled by consensus operations which occur at a slower time scale:

i.e., one operation per flow or one operation per flow, per round trip time.

The µvrouter consists of an ordered list (by priority) of filters which are applied to packets as

they depart and arrive at the host. The current Filter API is described in Table 3.4. The filters which I

have implemented so far correspond to tasks that would currently be carried out by a special-purpose

middlebox like a NAT, web cache or traffic shaper.

The µvrouter is approximately 2250 lines of C++ code running on Linux using libipq and

iptables to capture traffic. This has simplified development by allowing the µvrouter to run

as a user-space application. However, the user-space implementation has a downside in that it

imposes performance overheads that limit the sustained throughput for large flows. To address the

performance concerns, I split the functionality of the µvrouter into two components—a user-space

module supporting the full filter API specified in Table 3.4 and a kernel-level module that supports
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a more restricted API used only for header rewriting and rate-limiting. In applications such as the

NAT, the user-space filter is invoked only for the first packet in order to assign a globally unique

port number to the flow, while the kernel module is used for filling in this port number in subsequent

packets.

The µvrouter enables an administrator to specify a stack of filters that carry out the data-plane

management tasks for the network. That is, it handles traffic that is destined for or emanates from

an end-host on the network. Traffic destined to or emanating from AEEs or physical switches

constitutes the control plane of ETTM and is not handled by the filters.

3.1.5 Consensus

If network management is to be distributed among a large number of potentially unreliable com-

modity computers, there must be a layer to provide consistency and reliability despite failures. For

example, a desktop unexpectedly being unplugged should not cause any state to be lost for the

remaining functioning computers. Fortunately, there is a vast literature on how to build reliable

systems out of inexpensive, unreliable parts. In my case I build reliability using the Paxos algorithm

for distributed consensus [84].

ETTM exposes a common API which provides a simple way for ETTM network services to

manage their consistent state including the ability to define custom rules for what state should be

semantically allowed and ways to choose between liveness and safety in the event that it is required.

The consensus implementation is exposed via a table abstraction in which each row corresponds to

a single service’s state and each cell in a given row corresponds to an agreed upon action on the

state managed by the service. Thus, each service has its own independent append-only, ordered list

of agreed upon values, with each row entirely independent of other rows from the point of view

of the Paxos implementation. While this abstraction is not novel [28], I present it here to simplify

discussion of the system.

In building the API and its supporting implementation I strove to overcome several challenges:

Application Independent Agreement: The actual agreement process should be entirely indepen-

dent of the particular application. As a consequence, the abstraction presented is agreement on

an append-only, ordered list of blobs of bytes for each application or service, with the following
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operations allowed on this ordered list.

• put(name, value): Attempts to append value as the last cell in the row named name.

This will not return immediately specifying success or failure, but if the value is accepted, a later

get call or subscription will return value.

• get(name, seqNum): Attempts to retrieve cell number seqNum from the row named name.

Returns an error if seqNum is invalid and the relevant value otherwise.

For example, the ETTM NAT implementation creates a row in the table called “NAT”. When an

outgoing connection is made an entry is added with the mapping from the private IP address and

port to the public IP address and a globally visible port along with an expiration time. Nodes with

long-running connections can refresh by putting a new entry in the row renewing the lease. Thus,

each node participating in the NAT can determine the shared state by iteratively processing cells

from any of the replicas.

By default, consensus in ETTM stores all cells for all rows, effectively keeping an infinite

log. Applications can inform the consensus system that old cells can now be forgotten using a

truncate call:

• truncate(name, seqNum): Informs the consensus system that all cells with sequence

number less than seqNum in the row named name may now be garbage collected. Future calls

to get for sequence numbers less than seqNum may result in an error.

Publish-Subscribe Functionality A network service can subscribe to the set of agreed upon val-

ues for a row via the subscribe API call. The service running on an ETTM node receives a

callback (using notify) when new values are appended to a given row through the put API calls.

This is useful not just for letting services manage their own state, but also for subscribing to spe-

cial rows that contain information about the network in general. For instance, there is one row that

describes topology information and another row that stores authorization decisions. The consensus

system invokes:

• subscribe(name, seqNum): Asks that the values of all cells in the row name starting

with the cell numbered seqNum be sent to the caller. This includes all cells agreed on in the

future.
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• unsubscribe(name): Cancels any existing subscription to the row name.

• notify(name, value, seqNum): This is the callback from a subscription call and

lets the client know that cell number seqNum of row name has the value value.

Balance Reliability and Performance Consensus requiresO(n) messages, so adding more nodes

causes performance to degrade as more messages are processed. This can be seen in Figure 3.3.

However, additional nodes increase reliability as consensus tolerates up to (but not including) n
2 node

failures, but as can be seen in Figure 3.6, additional nodes offer diminishing returns for reliability.

Thus, I allow for a subset of the participating ETTM nodes to form the Paxos group rather than the

whole set. This allows for each row to be tuned to trade off performance and reliability. ETTM

nodes use the following API calls to join and depart from consensus groups and to identify the set

of cells that have been agreed upon by the consensus group.

• join(name) Asks the local consensus agent to participate in the row name.

• leave(name) Asks the local consensus agent to stop participating in row name. A graceful

ETTM machine shutdown involves informing each row that the node is leaving beforehand.

• highestSequenceNumber(name) Returns the current highest valid cell number in the

row named name.

• getMembers(name) Returns a list of the nodes current participating in consensus agreement

for the row named name.

Involuntary removal or addition of nodes can also occur as the consensus system removes nodes

that have failed or adds nodes to replenish ones that have failed. There is no direct access to this

functionality for applications, but when selecting new nodes.

Allow Application Semantics While ETTM aims to be application agnostic in the details of

agreement, it is important to allow services to enforce some semantics about what constitute valid

and invalid sequences of values. Coming back to the NAT example, an application-specific semantic

check can ensure that a newly proposed IP-port mapping does not conflict with any previously estab-

lished ones. That is, the new mapping does not use the same externally visible IP address and port
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as any previous mapping. These checks also enable leasing IP-port mappings because the validity of

the lease is only compared using wall clock time5 once: in the semantic check. For efficiency, this

check is called at the leader of the Paxos group. ETTM allows applications to register a function to

check the validity of each value before it is proposed using the following API.

• setSemanticCheckPolicy(name, policyhandler): Sets the semantic check pol-

icy for row name. policyhandler is an application-specific callback function that is used

to check the validity of the proposed values. The consensus system assumes that this callback

can be made at any node participating in the Paxos group for the row named name so that it is

free to change the leader.

• policyhandler(name, value, seqNum): Calls the specified policyhandler to

check if value is semantically in cell number seqNum of row name. Returns true if the

value is semantically valid, false if it is not and with an error if the checker has not been

informed of all cells preceding cell number seqNum.

Each row maintained by the consensus system can have a different set of policies about whether

to check for semantic validity, whether to favor safety or liveness (as described below), and even

which nodes are serving as the set of replicas.

Liveness Failures Paxos can make progress only when a majority of the nodes are online. If

membership changes gradually, the Paxos group modifies its membership and continues normal op-

eration. The consensus group can continue to operate if fewer than half of the nodes fail before their

failure is detected and corrected. In such cases, since a majority of the machines in the consensus

group are still operating, that set simply votes on any changes necessary to cope with the churn [85].

But if a large number of nodes leave simultaneously (e.g., because of a power outage), ETTM

allows services to opt to make progress despite potentially inconsistent state. Each service can pick

how they want to handle this case for their rows, deciding to either favor liveness or safety via the

setForkPolicy call. If the row favors safety, then the row is effectively frozen until a time

when a majority of the nodes recover and can continue to make progress. However, ETTM allows

5Normally, wall-clock time cannot be used in distributed consensus systems because the clocks on each host cannot
be assumed to be synchronized.
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for a row to favor liveness, in which case the surviving nodes make note of the fact that they are

potentially breaking safety and fork the row.

Forking effectively creates a new row in which the first value is an annotation specifying the

row from which it was forked off, the last agreed upon sequence number before the fork and the

new set of nodes which are believed to be up. This enables a minority of the nodes to continue to

make progress. Later, if a majority of the nodes in the original row return to being up, it is up to the

service to merge the relevant changes (and deal with any potential conflicts) from the forked row

back into the main row via the normal put operation and eventually garbage collect the forked row

via a delete operation. The details of this API are as followed:

• setForkPolicy(name, policy) Sets the forking policy for the row name in the case of

liveness failures. The valid values of policy are ‘safe’ and ‘live’.

• delete(name) Cleans up the state associated with row name. Fails if called on a row which

is not a fork of an already existing row.

• forkNotify(name, forkName) Informs the consensus client that because the client asked

to favor liveness over safety, the row name has been forked and that a new copy has been started

as row forkName where potentially unsafe progress can be made, but may need to be later

merged.

In theory, it is difficult to design services to handle potentially inconsistent state. However, I

have found that in practice, many services admit reasonable solutions. For instance, a NAT which

experiences a liveness failure can continue to operate. When merging conflicts it may have to

terminate connections if they share the same external IP and port, though with careful application

design (such as picking port numbers randomly) most of the time there are no such conflicts.

Implementation The current implementation of consensus is approximately 2100 lines of C++

code implementing a straightforward adaptation of the Paxos distributed agreement protocol. In

Paxos, proposals are sent to all participating nodes and accepted if a majority of the nodes agree

on the proposal. In the implementation, one leader is elected per row and all requests for that row

are forwarded to the leader. If progress stalls, the leader is assumed to have failed and a new one

is elected. If progress on electing a leader stalls, then the row can be forked if allowed by the
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Figure 3.3: The average time for a Paxos round to complete with and without a leader with varying
Paxos group sizes.

application. As nodes fail, the Paxos group reconfigures itself to remove the failed node from the

node set and replace it with a different ETTM end-host.

Evaluation Figure 3.3 shows the average time for a given round of the ETTM Paxos implementa-

tion to complete when running with varying numbers of pc3000 nodes (with 3 GHz, 64-bit Xeon

processors) on Emulab [46]. The results show that a Paxos round can be completed within two

milliseconds when there is no designated leader and within one millisecond when a leader has been

elected. While the computation necessarily grows linearly with the number of nodes, this effect is

mitigated by running Paxos on a subset of the active ETTM nodes. For example, as I will show in

the evaluation of the NAT, a Paxos group of only ten nodes—with new machines brought in only

to replace any departing nodes in the subset—provides sufficient throughput and availability for the

management of a large number of network flows.

The common case in ETTM is Paxos with a leader. If the leader fails or slows resulting in a

period with no new decisions even though requests are arriving, then participating nodes will enter
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a leaderless round of paxos to elect a new leader. This can happen more than once if multiple nodes

discover the leader has failed at nearly the same time. After a new leader is elected, normal operation

continues.

Our implementation uses a randomized timer averaging one second to detect leader failures. The

randomization lowers the expected number of nodes which will detect the failed leader before a new

one is elected.

3.2 ETTM Network Management Services

I next describe the design, implementation and evaluation of several example services I have built

using ETTM. These services are intended to be proof of concept examples of the power of making

network administration a software engineering, rather than a hardware configuration, problem. In

each case, functionality similar to what I implement can also be implemented using middleboxes.

However, centralized hardware solutions generally increase costs and limit reliability, scalability,

flexibility and pervasiveness. Proposals exist to implement several of these services as peer-to-peer

applications on end-hosts [73, 129], but this raises questions of enforcement and privacy. Instead,

ETTM provides the best of both worlds: safe enforcement of network management without the

limitations of middlebox-based solutions.

Because the AEE is actually a Linux virtual machine augmented with support for the filter and

consensus APIs, these services are simply Linux applications with calls into those APIs. By default,

one copy of the application is run in each AEE. The current administrator interface to ETTM is

a text configuration file. It specifies which filters to load and any configuration parameters to be

passed to the filters. The parameters include a priority which dictates the order in which the filters

are applied. I leave building a more complete administrator interface to future work.

3.2.1 Fault Tolerant Distributed NAT

Network Address Translators (NATs) perform stateful routing, translating private, internal IP address-

port pairs into externally visible ones and vice versa [44]. The two most common uses for a NAT are

to share scarce public IP addresses among a larger number of computers on a LAN and to prevent

external hosts from directly addressing internal hosts. Mappings are generated on-demand for each
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Figure 3.4: Bandwidth throughput of flows traversing an ETTM NAT for varying flow sizes.

outgoing connection, stored and transparently applied at the NAT device itself. Traffic entering the

network is dropped if it does not match an existing mapping. As a result, passive listeners which

do not actively open connections including servers and peer-to-peer systems can have connectivity

problems when located behind NATs. Most hardware NATs are not replicated, so in the event that

the middlebox crashes or reboots, all translated connections will fail.

The ETTM NAT is distributed and fault-tolerant. Instead of mediating each connection in cen-

tralized hardware, the NAT stores the translation mappings as a row using the consensus API allow-

ing any participating AEE to access the complete list of mappings. As with a normal NAT, each new

outgoing flow triggers the creation of a mapping; incoming traffic is dropped unless it matches an

existing mapping. When an outgoing flow is detected by the NAT network management service in

the AEE, it requests a mapping to an available, externally visible IP address and port. The request

results in a distributed resource allocation decision mediated by the consensus protocols. Once this

request completes, the NAT filter running on each end-host will rewrite the source IP address and

port of each outgoing packet in the flow to be the externally visible ones.

Handling incoming traffic is slightly more complicated as some hardware address must be asso-
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ciated with the externally visible IP address. If the physical switches on the network support flexible

packet forwarding (as with OpenFlow hardware), they can be configured with soft state to forward

traffic to the appropriate host where its NAT filter can rewrite the destination address. If the soft

state has not yet been installed or has been lost due to failure, default forwarding rules result in the

packet being delivered to some host which can appropriately forward the packet and install rules in

the physical switches as needed.

The ETTM NAT service also functions if the physical switches do not support re-configurable

routing. Instead, the NAT assigns the globally-visible IP address to a specific AEE and allows that

AEE to forward traffic. While this might appear to be similar to proxying all external traffic through

an end-host, such an approach would be neither fault-tolerant nor privacy preserving. In contrast,

in ETTM the AEE allows for packets to be silently redirected to the appropriate host without those

packets being visible to the user of the forwarding host. While it is possible that a determined

snoop might physically tap their ethernet wire to see forwarded packets, deployments that wish to

prevent this could enforce end-to-end SSL or IPSEC to encrypt all traffic entering or exiting the

organization.
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Of course, when using unmodified Ethernet switches, some host must be assigned each globally

routable IP address in order for packets to be delivered. The current implementation assigns the

global IP addresses to the current leader of the Paxos group. Thus the node responsible for for-

warding traffic will be changed (via a leader election) if it ever fails. A potentially more attractive

alternative would be to attempt finer-grained load-balancing by directly spoofing ARP responses or

having packets sent to the broadcast address. I leave this to future work.

Note that the ETTM approach for implementing NATs reinstates the fate sharing principle [34].

A connection only fails if either end-host fails or there is no path between them, but not if the

middlebox fails. Even if the consensus group fails entirely, as long as the host that requested a

mapping is still connected, it will be part of the forked row and thus the forked row will also contain

knowledge of the mapping.

Further, the commodity OSes of ETTM hosts can be configured to allow passive connections

to establish mappings enabling machines to act as servers and/or fully participate in peer-to-peer

networks. I have implemented a Linux kernel module that can be installed in the guest OS to

explicitly notify the NAT filter whenever bind() or listen() is called, triggering a request

for a valid mapping to an external IP address and port. This allows the ETTM system to direct

incoming connections to the appropriate host without having the administrator set up customized

port forwarding rules. The NAT attempts to provide passive connections with the same external

port as its internal one; if this is not possible, the kernel module can be queried for the external port

number. No application modification is required to use passive openings to create port mappings.

In the case that the same port is not available externally the NAT has two modes: one silently fails

while the other returns an error code on the system call and gives an appropriate error code.

Evaluation I evaluated the performance of the NAT module on a cluster of pc3000 nodes on

Emulab looking at flows of various sizes with and without the NAT module over a 1 Gbps LAN

link. As seen in Figure 3.4, the NAT filter imposes some added cost in terms of the latency of the

first packet requiring a consensus agreement (about 1–2 ms), which affects the throughput of short

flows (less than 10 KB) in the LAN. By contrast, packets other than the first are delayed by roughly

135 µs beyond the 200 µs normal LAN round trip time. For all longer flows, the throughput of the

NAT filter matches that of the direct communications channel and it achieves the maximum possible
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Figure 3.6: Availability of an ETTM NAT for varying Paxos group sizes. Note the y-axis is in log
scale.

throughput of 1 Gbps for large flows.

Figure 3.5 plots the throughput of ETTM NAT by measuring the number of NAT translations

that it can establish per second for various Paxos group sizes operating on behalf of the NAT. While

the throughput falls with increasing numbers of nodes participating in Paxos, it is still able to sus-

tain an admission rate of 2000 new flows per second with Paxos groups large enough to offer very

low failure rates. If even lower failure rates are needed or higher rates of new flows must be ac-

commodated, additional scalability is possible by partitioning the mapping space among multiple

rows—and thus multiple Paxos groups.

I also model the NAT failure probability using end-host availability data collected for hosts

within the Microsoft corporate network [38, 18]. The trace data has 81% of the end-host available at

any time and the median session length of these end-hosts was in excess of 16 hours. Figure 3.6 plots

the probability of liveness failures assuming independent failures and a generous failure detection

and group reconfiguration delay of one minute. (In practice, I expect reconfiguration to be possible

in less than one second.) As this analysis shows, a handful of end-systems would suffice for most
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Figure 3.7: The broken-down hit and miss rate of centralized and distributed caches of varying sizes.
The distributed cache consists of six caches of size 10 MB for a total of 60 MB. Forced misses are
ones where better cache management could not have prevented the miss, while true misses could
theoretically have been avoided with better cache management. Local hits are when an object is
present at the requesting ETTM host and remote hits are when it is not present at the local ETTM
host, but is present at another ETTM host on the network.

enterprise settings.

3.2.2 Transparent Distributed Web Cache

It is common for large networks to employ a transparent web cache such as Akamai [5] or squid [129]

to improve performance and reduce bandwidth costs. These caches exploit similarity in different

users’ browsing habits to reduce the total bandwidth consumption while also improving throughput

and latency for requests served from the cache.

Even though a shared cache is often very effective, many small and medium sized networks do

not use one because of the administrative and hardware costs as well as the potential performance

bottleneck if the cache is underprovisioned or misconfigured. An alternative is to coordinate caches
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on each end-host [73], but this requires reconfiguration by each user and it raises privacy concerns

since requests can be snooped by anyone with administrative privileges on any machine.

I implemented a distributed and privacy preserving distributed cache for ETTM. The cache runs

as an ETTM network management service that is triggered by a µvrouter filter capturing all traffic

headed to port 80. The service first checks the local AEE’s web cache to see if the request can be

served from the local host. If it cannot be served locally, the service broadcasts a request for the

URL to all participating AEEs. If none of the remote AEEs have the content cached, it retrieves

the content from the origin server and stores a copy in its local cache. Note that the protocol traffic

in ETTM is captured by the web cache filter and is not visible to any of the guest OSes. I adapted

squid [129] to serve as the cache in each AEE and to provide the logic for interpreting http header

directives, such as when to forward requests to the origin due to cache timeouts or outright disabling

of caching.

The current implementation does not globally manage the contents of the individual caches,

instead caching data on a host only if that host has previously requested it. I leave implementing

active cache management to make better use of the aggregate cache resources (e.g, to eliminate

redundant copies and to do prefetching) as future work.

Evaluation I evaluated the end-host based web-cache implementation using a trace driven simu-

lation. Trace data is aggregated from the browser history of three participants and replayed on six

Emulab [46] nodes. My goal in this evaluation is not to show significant increase in performance

over existing web caches, but instead to show that ETTM is amenable to implementing such caches

with similar performance to hardware solutions in a more cost-effective and scalable fashion.

In the centralized experiments, all clients but one have their cache disabled and were configured

to send all requests to the one remaining active cache. In the distributed experiments each node runs

its own cache. In the centralized case, the single cache is set to either 10 MB or 60 MB, while in the

distributed experiments the cache size for each of the six nodes is set to 10 MB.

Cache hit rates are similar in both cases and the latency to fetch a an object from a remote cache

differs from fetching the same object from a local cache by at most a few milliseconds. Figure 3.7

shows a breakdown of hits and misses in the centralized and distributed experiments. Misses are

classified into forced misses and true misses. Forced misses occur when no amount of extra cache
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(b) Latency by request type with a distributed cache across six nodes.

Figure 3.8: The cumulative distribution of latencies by type of request with a centralized (Fig-
ure 3.8(a)) and distributed (Figure 3.8(b)) web caches.
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space or better cache management could have avoided the miss, e.g., when an object is fetched for

the first time or HTTP headers require that the object expire from the cache or not be cached at all.

True misses occur when the object was previously stored a cache but was evicted to make space for

other objects. Hits classified as either local, if the object is cached on the requesting machine, or

remote, if the object is cached on another ETTM host.

The distributed caches provide a 56.7% hit rate outperforming the smaller centralized cache’s

52.5% hit rate despite less efficient use of the resources because of duplication. The larger central-

ized cache—the same size as the sum of all the distributed caches—outperforms even the distributed

cache with a 64.1% hit rate because no duplication occurs. All approaches significantly outperform

the 40.7% hit rate achieved with only local hits that an organization without any shared cache expe-

riences today.

Figure 3.8 shows the cumulative latency to fetch objects depending on whether they are served a

local hit, remote hit or miss. Note that the latency to retrieve objects found in the other nodes’ caches

(remote hits) is at most a few milliseconds more than local hits and several orders of magnitude faster

than retrieving objects from the origin server (misses). This indicates that the distributed nature of

the implementation imposes little or no performance penalty.

3.2.3 Deep Packet Inspection

The ability to filter traffic based on the full packet contents and often the contents of multiple

packets—commonly called deep packet inspection (DPI)—has quickly become a standard tool

alongside traditional firewalls and intrusion detection systems for detecting and/or preventing se-

curity breaches. However, the computation required to do complex deep packet inspection is still a

limiting factor in its deployment.

The ETTM approach opens the door to ‘outsourcing’ the DPI computation to end-hosts, where

there is almost certainly more aggregate compute power than inside a dedicated DPI middlebox.

Traditionally, the idea of running this DPI code at end-hosts would flounder because they could not

be trusted to execute the code faithfully—a virus infecting one host could undermine network secu-

rity. However, ETTM provides the AEE as a trusted environment to implement such functionality.

The ETTM implementation of DPI is based on the Snort [125] engine and is run within the
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Figure 3.9: CPU load of ETTM DPI module for varying throughputs.

end-host AEE. It inspects the flows being sourced from or received by the end-host. In addition, the

DPI modules running on end-hosts periodically exchange CPU load information with each other. In

situations where the end-host CPU is overloaded, as in high performance compute servers or web

servers, the flows are redirected to some other lightly loaded end-host running the ETTM stack in

order to perform the DPI tasks.

The two most commonly used applications of DPI are to detect possible attacks and to discover

obfuscated peer-to-peer traffic. In the case of detecting attacks, the filter releases traffic after it

has been scanned for attack signatures and found to be clean. If a flow is flagged as an attack, no

further traffic is allowed and the source is labeled as being believed to be compromised. In the

case of obfuscated peer-to-peer traffic, normal traffic is passed through the DPI filter without delay,

but when a flow is categorized as peer-to-peer the flow is labeled with metadata. The next section

describes how these labels can be used to adjust priorities for peer-to-peer traffic.

Evaluation I ran the ETTM DPI application on a quad-core Intel Xeon machine with 4 GB of

RAM where each core runs at 2 GHz. However, the experiment only made use of one core as
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Figure 3.10: Fraction of flows redirected to a DPI engine running on a different ETTM end-host
for varying machine load.

snort-2.8 is single-threaded. The traces are from DEFCON 17 “capture the flag” dataset [39],

which contain numerous intrusion attempts and serve as commonly used benchmarks for evaluating

DPI performance. I vary the trace playback rate from 1x to 1024x and measured the CPU load

imposed by the DPI filter at various traffic rates. Even at 1024x the normal speed, processing an

average of 500 Mbps, snort uses less than 70% of one core. This indicates that DPI processing is

feasible even on only one core. Figure 3.9 shows the load on the ETTM CPU to analyze traffic

to/from that CPU. This demonstrates that running DPI on a single core per host is feasible. Stated

in other terms, the ETTM approach of performing DPI computation on end-hosts scales with the

number of ETTM machines.

Additionally, I implemented and tested a DPI-offloading mechanism so that computers running

workloads that are both network-intensive and compute-intensive are not further slowed by running

DPI. To test this functionality, I ran a high workload web server on an 8-core machine performing

both compute- and network-intensive tasks. The DPI filter was configured to redirect flows to a DPI

filter running on a different end-host as CPU load increased; flows were redirected with probably
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equal to the current fraction of local CPU utilization. Figure 3.10 shows the results of this config-

uration. Note that, in particular, under high load, nearly all flows are redirected imposing little or

no overhead on the server. While this experiment used a simple linear function, the DPI-offloading

can be easily extended to take into account other metrics, e.g., the average load of other ETTM

end-hosts.

3.2.4 Bandwidth Allocation

In TCP, hosts increase their send rates until router buffers overflow and start dropping packets [6].

As a result, it is well-known that the latency of short connections degrades, both in mean and vari-

ance, whenever a congested link is shared with a bandwidth-intensive connection [128]. Many

enterprises deploy hardware-based packet shapers at the edge of the network to throttle high band-

width connections before they overwhelm the bottleneck link [17]. In this subsection, I demonstrate

a backwardly compatible software-based ETTM solution to this issue; I use this as an illustration of

how ETTM can be used to improve quality-of-service in an enterprise setting.

I call my bandwidth allocation strategy TCP with reservations or TCP-R; the approach is similar

to the explicit bandwidth signaling in ATM. In TCP-R, bandwidth allocations for the bottleneck

access link are performed by a replicated controller running on a subset of the end-hosts. End-hosts

managing TCP flows make bandwidth allocation requests to the controller, which responds with

reservations for short periods of time.

I next describe the logic executed on the end-host followed by the controller logic.

End-host: Whenever a new flow crossing the access link starts and every RTT (round trip time)

after that, the bandwidth allocation filter on the local host issues a bandwidth reservation request to

the controller. The request is for the maximum bandwidth the host needs; the response is what can

be allocated safely without causing queueing at the congested link.

Once the reservation has been agreed upon, the filter limits the flow to using that amount of

bandwidth until it receives more (or less) bandwidth in a subsequent reservation. The amount of

each request is based on the last RTT of behavior. Let Af (i− 1) be the bandwidth allocated to flow

f in period i−1 and let Uf (i−1) be the bandwidth utilized by the flow during the period. Then the

filter makes a reservation request Rf (i) based on the following logic; this preserves TCP behavior
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for the portion of the path external to the LAN, while allowing for explicit allocation of the access

link. Note that cwnd is the TCP congestion window computed exactly as in TCP.

• If the flow used its full allocation, the filter requests the maximum allowed by the TCP conges-

tion window (Rf (i) = cwnd/RTT ).

• If the flow did not use its full bandwidth allocation in the previous RTT, then the filter requests

the lesser of the bandwidth it did use and the TCP congestion window, relinquishing its unused

reservation (Rf (i) = min(cwnd/RTT,Uf (i− 1))).

Controller: The controller allocates bandwidth among the reservation requests according to max-

min fairness. Note that the actual reservation amount can be less than what was requested. The

controller publishes the results by committing its allocation decisions to a row in the consensus

system. For simplicity, the controller runs at the machine currently elected leader of the consensus

group for the bandwidth allocator’s row in the consensus system. End-hosts read the committed

decisions to determine their current allocations. Allocations are recomputed periodically, currently

at a rate of once every per configurable fraction of the average flow RTT.

In practice, because it takes some time to acquire a reservation, the service leaves some fraction

of the link (10% in the current implementation) unallocated and allows each flow to send a few

packets (four in the current implementation) before receiving a reservation. Because the time to

acquire a reservation is smaller than most Internet round trip times, this avoids adversely affecting

flows with increased latency.

TCP-R has many benefits over traditional TCP. It does not drive the bottleneck link to saturation,

thereby avoiding losses and sub-optimal use of network resources. In particular, latency sensitive

web traffic can obtain their share of the bandwidth resource even if there are simultaneous large

background transfers. Further, it can provide weighted leases to flows based on their function. For

instance, peer-to-peer traffic may be given a lower weight than normal traffic while web traffic

may be given a higher weight. This classification can be provided by either using well-known port

numbers or information from the DPI filter.

This implementation of bandwidth allocation assumes that it only manages the upload band-

width of the access link. I leave extending the implementation to handle arbitrary bottlenecks as

well as the allocation of incoming bandwidth to future work.
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Figure 3.11: Webpage access latency in the presence of competing BitTorrent traffic with and
without the bandwidth allocator. The solid lines depict the access latency when there is competing
BitTorrent traffic.

Evaluation The evaluation illustrates the ability of the ETTM bandwidth allocator to provide a fair

allocation to interactive web traffic. On Emulab, I set up an access link with a bottleneck bandwidth

of 10 Mb/s and compared the latency of accessing google.com with and without background

BitTorrent traffic that is generated by a different end-host in the network. Figure 3.11 depicts the

webpage access latency at different points in time. When there is no competing traffic, the average

access latency is 0.68 seconds. When there is competing traffic (during attempts 11 through 30),

the average access latency is 5.67 seconds when not using the ETTM bandwidth allocator. With the
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when using TCP and TCP-R.

ETTM bandwidth allocator, the interactive web traffic receives a fair share and incurs a latency of

1.04 seconds.

Figure 3.12 shows results of comparing the TCP-R bandwidth scheme to that of standard TCP

running on Emulab. I set up an access link with a fixed bottleneck bandwidth of 40 Mb/s and have 20

hosts generate 250 KB flows across the bottleneck link with varying numbers of new flows arriving

according to a Poisson distribution. The round trip times for these flows are distributed uniformly

between 30 and 50 milliseconds. As can be seen, TCP-R increases the average throughput by almost

a factor of two when a small number of flows are competing for bandwidth, but even for much larger

number of flows there is more than a 30% increase in average throughput. This efficiency comes by

virtue of the fact that TCP-R can avoid overdriving a link and thus prevent losses and keep added

latency from buffering to a minimum.
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3.3 Conclusions

Enterprise network management today is complex, expensive and unsatisfying: seemingly straight-

forward quality of service and security goals can be difficult to achieve even with an unlimited

budget. I designed, implemented and evaluated a novel approach to provide network administra-

tors more control at lower cost, and their users higher performance, more reliability and greater

flexibility.

In ETTM, network management tasks are implemented as software applications running in a

distributed but secure fashion on every end-host, instead of on closed proprietary hardware at fixed

points in the network. My approach leverages the increasing availability of trusted computing

hardware on end-hosts and reconfigurable routing tables in network switches, as well as the ex-

pansive computing capacity of modern multicore architectures. I showed that this approach can

support complex tasks such as fault-tolerant network address translation, network-wide deep packet

inspection for virus control, privacy preserving peer-to-peer web caching, and congested link band-

width prioritization, all with reasonable performance despite the added overhead of fault-tolerant

distributed coordination.
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Chapter 4

A PLATFORM FOR COMMODITY SMARTHOME APPLICATIONS

Even as consumer electronic devices become more plentiful and inexpensive, consumers strug-

gle to manage and integrate technology in their homes [62]. Most devices are intentionally self-

contained and those that must interoperate with other devices, like wireless routers, suffer from high

return rates [50] despite low hardware failure rates.

I argued before that these issues stem not from a lack of inexpensive devices, but from a lack of

software to integrate and coordinate devices. This lack of software in turn stems from a lack of a

platform for developing applications and management tools for the home.

Starting with these observations, I built HomeOS—an extensible platform for home technology

designed to help developers easily build software that combines the functionality of many devices.

This chapter first presents the guiding goals and architecture of HomeOS followed by describing its

implementation and finally presenting a thorough evaluation of its programmability, usability and

performance.

The design and implementation of HomeOS was guided by three core goals:

• Simplify application development. Writing applications should be easy—even when they

must compose the capabilities of various devices—and should not require detailed knowledge

of device-specifics. Developers should not be required to support user preferences related to

security and access control or worry about which other applications run in the home.

• Ease user management. It should be easy for non-expert users to configure devices and ap-

plications in their homes. Management tasks that cannot be fully automated, such as adding

users or specifying access policies, must be simple. Simplified management is not only about

good user interfaces; research shows that building intuitive interfaces requires the system-level

primitives themselves to match the user’s mental model [14, 94].

• Enable innovation and device differentiation. HomeOS should be able to support applica-
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Figure 4.1: The layers in HomeOS and their considerations

tions and devices that have yet to emerge. Device vendors must be able to expose their new or

differentiating features and applications must be able to make use of them. If vendors are not

able to differentiate their products from competitors, they will have little incentive to continue

innovating.

HomeOS accomplishes these goals by (i) providing applications with abstractions that are in-

dependent of device protocols, (ii) providing users with management primitives and interfaces that

align with how they want to manage and secure their home technology and (iii) having a kernel that

does not require or make use of any knowledge of specific devices or their functionality.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 goes over the the HomeOS

layering model and Section 4.2 describes the components of a concrete design based on the layering

model. Section 4.3 presents some details of the current implementation. Section 4.4 discusses my

experiences with real-world HomeOS users and developers while Section 4.5 presents a controlled

evaluation of HomeOS. Finally, I briefly conclude in Section 4.6.

4.1 HomeOS Layering Model

HomeOS uses a layered architecture to mitigate the heterogeneity and complexity of the home

environment. Figure 4.1 summarizes the HomeOS layering model and presents the goals each layer

helps provide and the sources of heterogeneity it helps mask. The remainder of this section describes
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each layer in order from closest to the devices (bottom of Figure 4.1) to closest to the users (top).

The top (Application) and bottom (Device Connectivity) layers are thin and simply allow devel-

opers to write applications and extend HomeOS to new devices and protocols, respectively. They

are thus discussed in less detail in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.4. This chapter spends more time on pro-

viding platform support for developers and users. This support is provided chiefly by the middle

layers: Device Functionality and Management. Correspondingly Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 go into

more depth.

4.1.1 Device Connectivity Layer

Many electronic home devices now provide some networked interface, often via one of a variety

of interoperability protocols. For example, UPnP [132] (Universal Plug and Play) allows for the

discovery of network devices within an IP subnet, DLNA [41] (Digital Living Network Alliance)

provides a layer on top of UPnP for handling sharing and streaming of audio and video and Z-

Wave allows for discovery and control of many home automation devices over a low-power wireless

network.

Despite this, devices tend to support only a small number (often one) of such protocols. Thus

any given set of devices is unlikely to share a common protocol. Further, some protocols have

peculiarities like UPnP’s requirement that the devices be on a single subnet despite the fact that

many houses wind up with multiple subnets if they have multiple wireless APs. Other devices

might connect to the network via multiple different paths and/or protocols (e.g., a smartphone on

Wi-Fi vs. 3G).

The Device Connectivity Layer (DCL) solves the problem of discovering and associating with

devices and allows applications to access devices as though they were directly connected rather

than across a network. The DCL provides higher layers with handles for exchanging messages with

devices. However, the DCL attempts to be as thin as possible, avoiding any understanding of device

semantics. There is one software module in the DCL for each protocol (e.g., DLNA, Z-Wave, etc.).

This module is also responsible for device discovery, using protocol-specific methods (e.g., UPnP

probes, UDP broadcasts). If it finds an unknown device it passes that up to higher layers where the

proper action can be taken.
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Pan, Tilt and Zoom Camera
GetImage()→ bitmap
GetVideo()† → bitmaps
Up()
Down()
Left()
Right()
ZoomIn()
ZoomOut()

Audio/Video Media Player
Play(uri)
PlayAt(uri, time)
Stop()
Status()→ uri, time

Dimmer Switch
Get()† → percent
Set(percent)

Figure 4.2: Sample HomeOS roles. All operations return one of success, failure or timeout unless
noted. A † indicates that an operation can be subscribed to for updates

The DCL frees developers from worrying about some of the most pernicious issues in using

distributed sets of hardware by allowing a different layer to worry about discovering and maintaining

connectivity to sets of devices.

4.1.2 Device Functionality Layer

Even when two devices logically provide the same functionality, e.g., a webcam and a networked

camera, they often have wildly different interfaces. The webcam might be accessed via calls into

a standardized driver interface and the networked camera might have a web interface. The Device

Functionality Layer (DFL) attempts to provide standardized functional interfaces to devices. Ideally,

such interfaces are the same for all devices that provide the same functionality.

The DFL takes the handles provided by the DCL and turns them into something that application

developers can readily program against. It exports device functionality to developers as services

while keeping the service interfaces independent of device interoperability protocols. Further, the

DFL is architected so that it can be easily extended to add support for new devices and interfaces

whether they are similar to existing ones or not.

Protocol-independent services

DFL software modules provide device functionality to applications using a service abstraction. Ser-

vices in HomeOS encapsulate functionality in a similar way to interfaces in object-oriented pro-

gramming languages: a name and a set of named functions which can be invoked. In HomeOS,
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I call such interfaces roles and borrow the web services term operation to describe functions. For

instance, the “Lightswitch” role might have two operations, “TurnOn” and “TurnOff,” each taking

no arguments. Role names are unique strings such that “Lightswitch” implies functionality that is

the same across device vendors and homes. To maintain uniqueness, I propose that role names and

their operation list be registered with an authoritative agency (as for DNS or language namespaces).

Operations can return results immediately or allow callers to subscribe to events of interest (e.g.,

when a light switch is physically toggled). Figure 4.2 shows some example HomeOS roles.

Note that while the DCL and DFL mediate all access to devices from within HomeOS, conven-

tional control of devices (e.g., physically turning off a light switch) is still permitted. The DFL and

DCL detect and notify interested applications of such events when possible.

HomeOS thus introduces a layer of indirection between what applications use and what devices

implement. The DFL exports device functionality to applications in a manner that is independent

of the standard implemented by devices. It then translates the commands from the applications to

messages that are sent to devices based on the standards they implement. It similarly translates

messages from devices to events or callbacks in applications.

Unlike protocols used by devices, the DFL specifications for a device are purely functional.

Thus, there is little need to change them unless device functionality itself changes. (I describe

how to change device functionality below.) This layer of indirection not only isolates applications

from new device protocols, it also frees device vendors to make the right decisions for their devices

and corresponding protocols. For instance, a protocol for low-energy, low-bandwidth devices (e.g.,

Z-Wave) can differ from one for high-bandwidth media distribution (e.g., DLNA). In fact, these

different requirements are a significant part of what drives (and will continue to drive) the multitude

of device protocols.

While the service abstraction was developed for distributed, autonomous settings, it is well-

suited to meet HomeOS’s goals. Services are easy for applications to use and compose as demon-

strated by their success in the Web services world [143]. They also raise limited expectations regard-

ing performance or reliability, which is appropriate because devices in the home typically connect

over a best effort network and are not always powered-on.

Services have some well-recognized shortcomings as well, but HomeOS is able to avoid them in

the home context. For instance, a major one is poor performance [126] that stems from the multiple
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layers of indirection and highly-verbose serialization protocols (e.g., XML). HomeOS circumvents

this overhead by using a common language runtime (.NET Framework) that lets HomeOS safely

exchange data by reference, without the need for serialization. Later, I show that service invocation

in HomeOS is easily nimble enough for interactive use.

Another shortcoming is the need for service discovery mechanisms, which are often complex to

build in distributed environments. However, centralization in HomeOS eliminates this burden. All

services are registered with HomeOS and those of interest can be discovered easily and efficiently.

Extensibility

The HomeOS layering model makes introducing new devices straightforward. A new device can

either use an existing role or, if it is for a completely new class of device, a new role can be registered

that specifies its functionality. Applications can then be written against this new role, without any

need to upgrade HomeOS itself. That is, the HomeOS kernel is agnostic to the services spoken

across it. (This behavior is different from peripheral APIs in current PC OSes which typically

require OS updates to provide support for new peripherals to application developers.) Simplifying

this process is important in the home where new devices arrive frequently. Just in the last five

years, devices like RGB-D cameras (e.g., Kinect), Internet connected set-top boxes (e.g., DVRs and

Google TV) and digital photo frames have gone from nearly non-existent to commonplace.

Similarly, if a new capability for an existing device is developed, a new role that exposes the

capability can be registered. The DFL module for this device can export both the old and new

roles for backward compatibility. For instance, if a light switch vendor starts producing dimmer

switches in addition to standard on/off switches, its DFL module will export both the “Lightswitch”

and “Dimmer” roles. (This is exactly how the DFL modules for dimmer switches are written in

the current implementation.) New applications can then be written to use the new role and old

applications (that know nothing about dimming) continue to function as before. The same process

works if no new capabilities are added, but the original service description for a device is found to

be inadequate; a new role for an improved specification can be defined.

Old applications will continue to work as before even with the new module. New applications

can be written against both old and new roles, so they work with both the old and new modules.
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Figure 4.3: The organization of software modules in HomeOS (a) and two alternative organizations.

Writing an application against multiple roles adds some complexity, but is much simpler than writing

it against multiple protocol standards.

This can be particularly appealing for device vendors because the addition of small amounts of

general purpose computation performed on a well-connected machine allows much more freedom

in designing devices to the proper constraints without having to worry about providing complete

connectivity and functionality all in one unit. Further, this provides a clean way to upgrade and/or

revise functionality over time.

Summary and Discussion

The HomeOS layering model splits device interaction into two separate layers: the DCL and the

DFL. Figure 4.3(a) illustrates the software organization that this creates for three devices that share

the same underlying protocol. In this model, the knowledge of a device protocol is spread across

the DCL and the DFL. Such decomposition might be ill-advised because incorporating a new inter-

operability protocol requires changes to two layers.

But in the home setting, this design has important advantages over alternatives. Figure 4.3(b)

shows one alternative that follows a “one driver per protocol” model. It is convenient if there are

one or only a small number of supported devices in the protocol, but quickly becomes cumbersome

to maintain as the number of devices in the protocol grows. A more traditional “one driver per

device” model produces the software organization shown in Figure 4.3(c) where both connectivity

and functionality are mediated by a single piece of software for each device. This results not only in
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DCL functionality being replicated if multiple devices use the same protocol, but also necessitates

coordination among entities communicating to different devices. For instance, Z-Wave only allows

one request in the network at a time which would require complex coordination among different

drivers if they wanted to talk to devices on the same Z-Wave network.

Thus, after experimenting with these alternative organizations, I chose to split device commu-

nication across two layers—a device-agnostic layer for basic connectivity and device-specific layer

that builds on this basic connectivity to mediate between applications and devices.

4.1.3 Management layer

The management layer in HomeOS provides two key features. First, it provides a central place

for users to manage how HomeOS and applications are allowed to access devices in the home.

Second, it provides a clean layer where potentially conflicting application accesses to devices can

be coordinated and resolved.

HomeOS provides both features using the same primitives. Of particular note is how the primi-

tives differ from those in current commodity OSes. Devices in the home (including cameras, locks,

etc.) have security and privacy concerns beyond those typical for computers. To ensure users have

control, HomeOS uses primitives that eschew more complex features in favor of ones that translate

into simple, easy to understand management interfaces.

I designed these primitives based on insights gained from a study of households with some

existing automation. I describe the details of the study next and then move on to a description of the

primitives themselves. While these primitives may not in and of themselves extend the state of the art

beyond what researchers have proposed in the past, (e.g., in the Taos operating system [142]), their

simplicity and application to the home environment for users that are not necessarily technically

savvy is novel.

Understanding management requirements

Users have complex needs and understandings of home technology. While different than those of

experts, their own mental models are often well-refined. I helped conduct a study of real-world

homes to better understand user’s mental models and use of home automation. The study consisted
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of households with already-installed home automation (e.g., remote lighting control, security cam-

eras and automatic door locks).1 While HomeOS enables tasks not easily achieved today, these

households can give first-hand insight into how home automation is used today and how they would

like to use it going forward.

The study included interviewing 31 people across 14 homes, with a range of systems such as Elk

M1, Control4 and Leviton. One home was in the UK and the rest in the USA. The visits revealed that

households want access control primitives that differ from those in traditional OSes. I summarize

four important such differences below.

1. Time-based access control When speaking with participants about how they want to manage

access to devices, it became apparent that they wanted a notion of time. Parents mentioned re-

stricting children from using certain devices after certain times (e.g., “If my daughter wanted

watch [Curious] George at 11 o’clock at night, I wouldn’t want to do that”). While social inter-

action suffices for some of these concerns, many parents asked for technical means. Supporting

a richer notion of time would also give households ability to grant a variety of access durations

for guests (e.g., a few hours to babysitters and a few days to house guests).

Current commodity OSes provide coarse-grained parental controls which can limit whole ac-

counts to certain times of the day, but lack flexible controls to make time a first-order part of

unified access control.

2. Applications as security principals Users highlighted a desire to be able to limit applications’

abilities to access devices. One participant said “I don’t want to grant it [the application] access

to everything, just my laptop.” A participant in a different home commented about another

application: “if it said my DVR and my TV I would say fine, ... if it had my phone or my

computer I would want to be able to choose [what it can access].”

This observation requires treating applications as first-order security principals, in addition to

users. In current commodity PC OSes, users alone are the primary security principals (with some

exceptions such as firewall rules in Windows) and applications simply inherit users’ privileges.

While smartphone OSes treat applications as security principals, they are solving a simpler

1Results that detail users’ experience with current automation technology are presented elsewhere [62]. This work
reports on a different aspect: how users would like to manage their homes with a home-wide OS.
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problem regulating single-user, self-contained devices.

3. Easy-to-understand, queryable settings As might have been expected, users complained about

complicated interfaces to configure devices, especially when it came to security. However, they

also bemoaned the lack of any simple way to verify their security settings so that they could

convince themselves that they had correctly configured their settings. Users asked for interfaces

that would make it easy to answer questions about how they had or had not configured things.

For instance, whether guests can access security devices or whether any application could unlock

the door after 10 PM.

Providing reliable answers to such questions is difficult in current commodity OSes because

of complex primitives and the fact that access control policy is distributed among all protected

objects in the OS [30]. Further, in the home, the consequences of incorrect configurations can

be much more severe requiring even more confidence in security. The lack of a way to verify

security configuration can scare users away from the idea of using new or potentially dangerous

capabilities. For instance, a participant with electronic door locks said he had not hooked up

remote access because he was not “100% certain of its security.”

4. Extra sensitive devices The participants showed heightened sensitivity for the security and use

of certain devices (e.g., locks and cameras). They strongly desired system support to make it

unlikely to accidentally give access to such devices to applications and users.

Primitives

The requirements for security and access control outlined above are in conflict. The first two call for

primitives that are richer than those in current OSes. However, non-experts find it hard to configure

and understand even those primitives [30, 94]. HomeOS reconciles the conflict by leveraging the

fact that the home is a much simpler environment that does not need much of the complexity that

is motivated by enterprise environments (e.g., dynamic delegation, highly-customizable ACLs and

exceptions).

Access control policies in HomeOS are expressed as Datalog [29] rules of the form (r, g, m, Ts,

Te, d, pri, a), which states that resource r can be accessed by users in group g, using module m, in
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the time window from Ts to Te, on day of the week d, with priority pri and access mode a. Time

window and day of the week lets users specify policies by which something is allowed, for instance,

on Sundays 7–9 PM. Groups such as “kids” and “adults” are configured separately. Priorities are

used to resolve conflicting access to the same resource. Access mode is one of “allow” or “ask.”

With the latter, the users have the option to permit or deny access interactively when the access is

attempted. Studies show that users prefer this flexibility rather than having to specify all possible

legal accesses a priori [14, 94]. Any access that is not explicitly listed in the rule database is denied.2

In the current design, HomeOS does not differentiate between accesses that sense versus actuate

(read vs. write in file system terminology). The study participants did not make that distinction and

they could not always tell which operations on devices had side-effects.

These access control rules are configured whenever a new application is installed in order to

give that application access to the necessary devices in the house. Later, users can can change, view

or verify the rules within a global view of access control. Both of these interactions are described in

detail in Section 4.2.4 and evaluated in Section 4.5.2.

Expressing access control as Datalog rules meets the above requirements. Users can configure

time-based policies as well as restrict an application to accessing only certain devices. They can

also easily understand their configuration by obtaining inverse views such as “which applications

can access the door?”, “which devices can be accessed after 10 PM?” or “can a user ever access the

back door lock?” to fully understand their risk. Reliably providing such views is straightforward

because they can be formulated as Datalog queries. Because the policies are straightforward, as

shown later, even non-experts can configure and understand them.

Time-based user accounts In addition to the use of time in access rules, user accounts in HomeOS

can have an associated time window of validity. This window is used to simplify guest access, which

studies have shown to be both common and particularly problematic [55, 94]. Home owners can

start access for a user at a certain time (e.g., for a future guest) and terminate access at a certain

time (e.g., when the guest is expected to leave). The data corresponding to the guest (e.g., access

2While these rules may seem overly complex for users to understand, they are amenable to both visualization and
English sentences like “Allow residents to access the living room speakers using the music player from 8 AM to 10
PM.”
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Figure 4.4: Example user and device group hierarchies.

privileges) are not deleted automatically after the validity window, to simplify reinstating access at

a later time.

User and device groups User groups in HomeOS are arranged in a tree hierarchy. In contrast,

groups in current OSes are essentially independent sets. A tree organization provides simplicity.

When a group is given access, it enables an easier determination of which users are given access

and which ones are not. A user that is not part of this group will not inadvertently get access because

they are part of another group. The loss of expressiveness in preventing overlapping groups is worth

the added understandability and simplicity.

Devices are also organized in a tree hierarchy that is rooted in space because that matches how

users think of resources in the home. To my knowledge, current OSes do not support a notion of

device groups. Device groups simplify management; users can specify policies for groups rather

than individual devices.

In both cases, a good interface makes it easy to expand a group and see all of the constituent

pieces removing the uncertainty of what is in a given group. For example, Figure 4.5, shows ex-

panded groups in the device-location hierarchy.

Orthogonal to spatial grouping, HomeOS uses a high-security group and role-based filtering of

devices. Users can deem certain devices (e.g., a video camera or a door lock) as high-security to

avoid accidental access to such devices and simplify the task of keeping the home network secure.
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Applications are not given access to secure devices by default, and the user must explicitly provide

access to such devices. Some common classes of devices (e.g., cameras and locks) are automatically

placed in this group; users can later add or remove devices from this group.

Role-based filtering of devices drastically cuts down the number of possible accesses that users

must configure by only showing users devices that each application is compatible with. For instance,

an application that plays music is unlikely to support access to motorized window shades and the de-

vice would not appear—or appear greyed out—when configuring the application. When combined

with application approval systems like those in use by smartphone marketplaces today this provides

a way to avoid granting applications more access than necessary with minimal configuration.

Access control also forms the basis for privacy in HomeOS. Applications cannot access sensor

data unless they are granted access to those devices. Further, network access is disabled by de-

fault, so they cannot leak information externally. (Software updates are downloaded and applied by

HomeOS.) This provides coarse control over privacy at the granularity of applications and devices.

In the future, HomeOS could benefit from finer-grained control by labeling data [134, 145].

4.1.4 Application layer

The overarching goal of HomeOS is to get useful applications in the hands of users to aid in man-

aging home devices and to provide new functionality. The application layer is where this developer-

written code runs. The key features HomeOS provides at this layer are the ability to (i) ascertain

if an application is compatible with the home, (ii) determine what requirements are missing if it is

not and (iii) make installing and running a compatible application straightforward.

Today, when users bring hardware or software home, they have little assurance that it is com-

patible with their home. To address this uncertainty, HomeOS requires that applications provide

a manifest describing what services they need to function. (Similar approaches are used to man-

age handset diversity in smartphones today.) This enables HomeOS to determine if an application

will function with the current devices in the home. If the manifest indicates an application is not

compatible, HomeOS can also determine what additional devices are needed.

The manifests are specified as two lists of requirements: one mandatory and one optional. Each

requirement is a list of roles, at least one of which is needed. For instance, an application may
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specify {“TV”, “SonyTV”}, {“MediaServer”} as mandatory requirements, indicating that it needs

a service with at least one of the two TV roles and a service that exports a media server. It might

have {“Speaker”} as an optional requirement if it offers enhanced functionality with that role. While

the notion of optional requirements might seem to be an oxymoron, they are typically a requirement

for some extra piece of application functionality. For example, an alarm application might have an

optional requirement of {“Lightswitch”} which when met causes the alarm to be able to toggle the

lights on and off as well as playing music.

Drivers have similar manifests but instead specify the services which they offer. (In practice

HomeOS does not distinguish between the two and any module can require services, offer services

or both.) This enables compatibility testing for hardware as well.

The current manifest descriptions cannot encode complex requirements (e.g., two devices in the

same room). They handle the common case seen in current applications and deployments. Should

the need arise, it would be straightforward for HomeOS to migrate to new manifest description

methods.

4.2 Design

This section describes the components of a concrete design of implementing the above layering

model as an operating system. Its design borrows from microkernels and all functionality that is not

central to the platform is implemented by software components called modules. Modules that sit in

the application layer are applications and those that sit in the DCL and DFL are drivers.

HomeOS runs on a dedicated always-on appliance in the home. Despite the fact that HomeOS

runs in one place, drivers enable it to make use of network adapters not physically connected to the

HomeOS appliance, e.g., a bluetooth adapter located elsewhere in the house.

Users interact with HomeOS (e.g., to start or stop an application) via a remote terminal connec-

tion on a PC or a wall-mounted touch panel. I describe below how various components of HomeOS

operate and the management tasks users need to perform. I then briefly describe the details of the

implementation.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.2.1 describes what modules

are and how they are installed and run. Modules interact with each other via services which are
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Start: Called to start a module; modules are garbage collected when Start returns
Stop: Called to request a module to stop; where state can be cleaned up before exit
SvcRegistered: Called when a new service becomes active; used to listen for services of interest
SvcDeregistered: Called when a service becomes inactive; used to avoid using inactive services
AsyncReturn: Called whenever a subscription generates an event or asynchronous call returns; subscrip-
tions and asynchronous calls result from either Subscribe or Invoke described in Table 4.2)

Table 4.1: The API for HomeOS modules

explained in Section 4.2.2. The marketplace providing applications for HomeOS is discussed in

Section 4.2.3 and the key management tasks which users can accomplish with HomeOS are pre-

sented in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Modules

Modules are the basic unit of functionality in HomeOS and, whether applications or drivers, they all

implement the same API described in Table 4.1. In practice, HomeOS modules are implemented as

objects extending a .NET abstract class which requires these functions be overridden and provides

some added utility functions to interact with the HomeOS platform.

Having applications implement this API enables the HomeOS kernel to start and stop modules

as well as to inform them of events of interest. Beyond this, modules’ interactions with the HomeOS

kernel revolve around discovering and accessing the services offered by other modules as well as

publishing services for other modules to use. Services are the only means which modules may use

to interact and are described in detail in Section 4.2.2.

Before a module can be run, it must be installed. Driver modules are installed when new devices

are discovered on the home network and applications are installed in response to explicit user direc-

tives. Modules are installed by copying the binaries and accompanying metadata (e.g., manifests)

to a specific directory. By default, installation is allowed only if the module is deemed compatible

with the devices in the home, but users can force installation if necessary. This compatibility check

is also performed each time a module is run to cope with changing configurations. During instal-

lation, HomeOS marks if the module should be started automatically upon system restart or only

upon explicit user request. Module updates and uninstallation are carried out by HomeOS and not

under the control of the module itself.
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InitSvcAndCapability: Creates a service and a capability to access it; returns the service handle back
RegisterSvc: Registers the service as active advertising it to other modules
DeregisterSvc: Marks a service as being inactive and notifies other modules
GetAllSvcs: Returns a list of all active services
GetSvcs: Takes a list of locations and a list of roles; returns a list of active services that are in the specified
locations and support the specified roles; empty lists indicate either all locations or all roles
SetSvcInterest: Takes a list of locations and a list of roles; informs HomeOS to only notify this module
of services which become active or inactive if they are one of the specified locations and support one of
the specified roles; empty lists indicate either all locations or all roles
GetCapbility: Requests a capability to access a given service
Finished: Called to request that this module be garbage collected
IsMySvc: Returns whether a given service belongs to this module
Invoke: Used to call an operation either synchronously or asynchronously
Subscribe: Subscribe to notifications from an operation

Table 4.2: API for finding and interacting with HomeOS services; complete argument lists are
omitted for simplicity and relevant arguments are discussed in the descriptions

Running modules are isolated to prevent any interaction except via the APIs to the HomeOS

platform and the service interface. Modules are also given access to a restricted subset of the .NET

common language runtime. For instance, by default modules are denied access to the network,

except for the DCL modules. Even then, when possible HomeOS limits DCL modules network

connectivity to only the devices they control. Also, a module’s file system access is limited to its

own working directory where it can store its data and configuration.

4.2.2 Services

Services are the only way that modules are allowed to interact with each other and they do so using

a standardized API described in Table 4.2. Modules advertise any services they offer to HomeOS.

HomeOS keeps both a current list of all active services as well as a history of all previously offered

services for the purposes of future compatibility testing.

While Table 4.2 describes how to list services, it does not contain a description of the service

object itself. Services are simply named collections of roles with a specified location. They also con-

tain some bookkeeping information for management including whether they are considered “high

security” or not, but it is not exposed to modules. Modules make use of functionality by calling

operations from the roles within a service. In practice, calls to these operations are simply wrappers
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for calls to the Invoke API call.

Modules inform HomeOS about services of interest to them using role names and/or locations.

They can express interest in all services in the home as well. (Note that expressing interest does not

gain any access to a service other than to know of its existence and its description.) When a service

is registered, modules that have expressed interest in it are notified. A module can then query the

service for its description as well as its location. Querying for the existence of a service does not

require access privileges.

When a module needs to invoke an operation on a service, it asks HomeOS for a capability [88].

As part of the request, the module passes the credentials of the user it is running on behalf of. With-

out valid user credentials, the request is successful only if the access is legal for all users. Drivers

are handled slightly differently and typically have rules that give them access to their correspond-

ing devices regardless of the user. Per-user access policy is typically applied when an application

accesses the driver rather than when the driver accesses the device.

The legality of the requested access is evaluated by HomeOS based on the user, module, service

and time of day by formulating the check as a Datalog query over the users table and the access

rules. If legal, a capability is generated and returned. A copy of the capability is then installed at

the target service; this makes it easier for HomeOS to revoke the capability later if needed. After

this, the requesting module can use the capability to make calls directly to the service. HomeOS

capabilities have an expiration time that is based on access rules. Service interactions are disallowed

after this time.

In addition to capabilities, an operation’s callers must include input parameters of the right type.

HomeOS supports both primitive and complex types, which are passed as references across isolation

boundaries to save the overhead of serialization. Finally, operation invocations include a timeout.

Unless the called service responds within this time, a timeout error code is returned.

4.2.3 HomeStore

To simplify the process of finding new applications and devices and inspired by smartphone app

stores, HomeOS is coupled with a marketplace I call HomeStore. The marketplace hosts all HomeOS

applications and drivers. For applications, it indexes their manifests, and for drivers, it indexes the
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devices they support and the services they export. It helps users find applications that are compatible

with their homes, by matching manifests against services in their home. If a desired application is

not compatible, it can recommend additional devices that meet the requirements.

4.2.4 Management Tasks

All of the underlying functionality described in this section would be useless without a user man-

agement interface that allows users to control and monitor the behavior of HomeOS. HomeOS has a

management interface (which is evaluated later in Section 4.5.2) designed to make it easy to accom-

plish the most common tasks in managing home technology. HomeOS currently provides graphical

user interfaces for four key management tasks.

1. Adding a new application Users can browse applications and view their compatibility within

HomeStore. Upon installing an application, HomeOS walks the user through setting up access

control rules for the application. The core of this task is specifying which devices (or services3)

the application should be allowed to access and under what circumstances.

Since there may be hundreds of devices, HomeOS uses the application manifest and service de-

scriptions to show only compatible devices. Further, secure devices (e.g., locks and cameras) are

not provided as options by default, but must be explicitly added. Figure 4.5 shows a screenshot

of how users can select devices when adding an application. Once the user selects which devices

the application can access, HomeOS detects if the new application could access a device at the

same time as other applications. If so, it asks the user which application should have a higher

priority.

The interface also includes provisions for limiting the application’s access based on user (groups)

and time. Providing these provisions in a user-friendly manner is straightforward because of the

simplicity of the Datalog rules.

2. Adding a new device Once a new device is registered, users need to specify its location and

whether it should be marked secure. They also need to configure which existing applications

3Within HomeOS devices are exposed as services as are features like notification and face recognition. However, for
ease of exposition, I refer to devices.
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should have access to the device. This task is again simplified using application manifests, as

only applications compatible with the new device are presented as valid options.

3. Verifying access rules To verify access control configuration, HomeOS allows users to view the

rules from different vantage points using faceted browsing [49] (found on shopping Web sites

to filter content along multiple dimensions). This enables users to pose questions such as what

devices an application can access or what devices can be accessed at night by a user group. The

questions are answered using Datalog queries.

4. Adding new users When a new user account is added, the administrator must specify their

group (e.g., guest) and the time window of account validity.

HomeOS has a complete user interface to support these tasks. An example screenshot is shown

in Figure 4.5 which occurs during the course of adding applications. This and the rest of the user

interface closely mirror the system primitives. Thus, when I evaluate the usability of these interfaces,

I also evaluate the manageability of the primitives.

4.3 Implementation

HomeOS is written in C# on top of the .NET 4.0 Framework. It uses the System.AddIn model

which lets HomeOS dynamically load and unload modules. It also offers module version control,

which allows the HomeOS platform and individual modules to evolve independently. It isolates

modules using AppDomains, a lightweight sandboxing mechanism. Each module runs inside a

domain. Direct manipulation is not allowed across domains. Instead, communication is done only

through typed objects exchanged through defined entry points and subject to access control. As

the evaluation shows, the overhead of this isolation mechanism is low enough to support interactive

applications. However, it does not provide performance or resource isolation; these are left for

future work. For Datalog query evaluation, HomeOS uses Security Policy Assertion Language

(SecPAL) [116], after modifying it to support time comparisons.

In addition to the platform, HomeOS currently has many drivers to interact with a diverse set

of off-the-shelf devices that includes Z-Wave lighting controls, door/window sensors, smartphones,

network cameras, TVs capable of receiving DLNA streams, Windows PCs and IR (infra-red) trans-

mitters. Figure 4.6 shows one of the testbeds with some of these devices.
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Figure 4.5: A screen capture showing how applications are given access to devices

Interoperability protocols greatly simplified the task of making these devices work with HomeOS

because a module corresponding to the protocol can talk to different devices. For instance, the same

DLNA module works with both Windows 7 computers and the Sony TV; and the Z-Wave lightswitch

module works with both Aeon and Intermatic devices. Greater adoption of interoperability protocols

will make it easier to integrate devices with HomeOS. See below, however, for some shortcomings

of current interoperability protocols.

Further, HomeOS currently has 18 applications that use these devices. While some applications

require access to only one device (e.g., turn a light on or off), others are quite complex. For example,
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Figure 4.6: The HomeOS implementation testbed

a media application transparently redirects a music stream from one room to another depending on

how lights are turned on or off in each room (using lights as a proxy for human presence in the room).

Another application implements two-factor authentication that triggers a configured action (e.g.,

open a lock) when the same person authenticates with their voice on the phone (speech recognition)

and with their face on the camera (face recognition). Further, these applications have proved useful

to our preliminary HomeOS users in real-world deployments.

Each of the 18 applications is less than 300 lines of C# code and took only a few hours to develop.

Because applications are written against high-level abstractions, most of the effort went toward

application-specific logic. As reported below, third-party developers found application development

in HomeOS to be easy.
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4.4 Experience

HomeOS currently runs in 12 real homes and 41 external developers have written modules for it.

These field experiences validate key aspects of HomeOS architecture and also point out rough edges

in the prototype and limitations of current interoperability protocols. I describe the main findings

below, based on informal surveys of the users and developers. The next section presents results from

controlled experiments.

4.4.1 Developers

The HomeOS prototype is currently in use by ten academic research groups for use as a platform

in both teaching and research on home applications. As part of this program, 41 undergraduate and

graduate students developed tens of HomeOS applications and drivers.

These developers extended HomeOS in several directions [12, 9, 64, 63]. They wrote drivers

for new devices including energy meters, different network cameras, appliance controllers and for

IM communication. They wrote novel applications such as energy monitoring, remote surveillance

and reminders based on face recognition. As a testament to the flexibility and extensibility of the

HomeOS architecture, I made no modifications to support these development efforts.

One group extended HomeOS to support the Kinect RGB-D camera and built an application

which allowed users to control lights via gestures (Figure 4.7). Another group built an application

that plays audio reminders based on who is recognized on cameras. This works with webcams,

security cameras, Kinect or IP cameras and with any device HomeOS can play audio through (right

now PCs, DLNA TVs and Windows Phones). This underlines the power HomeOS gives to appli-

cation developers in easily spanning multiple types of devices (security, PC, phone, entertainment,

etc.).

In addition to exploring how third party developers might make use of HomeOS, I have learned

a number of things from informal developer feedback. I briefly present some salient points from

developers’ experiences with HomeOS. These lessons show that many of the design decisions were

useful, but also present some areas for future improvement.
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Figure 4.7: A student demonstrates a HomeOS application which turns lights on and off with ges-
tures using a Kinect.

HomeOS abstractions and layering helped developers. Developers who wrote applications

found the protocol independence of the APIs appealing. They did not have to worry about the

details of device interoperability protocols and could focus solely on their applications. Developers

who wrote new drivers for devices with existing DCL modules (e.g., a Z-Wave appliance controller)

liked that they did not have to concern themselves with the low-level connectivity details and could

instead focus exclusively on device semantics.

The DCL/DFL split is useful when drivers support multiple devices. Interestingly, developers

who extended HomeOS to devices without an existing DCL module (e.g., Envi energy meters)

started by building one module that spanned both the DCL and DFL. For them, the DCL/DFL split

was unnecessary overhead (as only one device used the connectivity protocol). However, in one

case a group had to support multiple devices with the same connectivity protocol based on IP to

Z-Wave translation. This group found value in separating the functionality across two layers.
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User-visible device functionality is not always exposed. The developers sometimes wanted to

use device features that were not exposed to third-party agents over the network. For instance,

one developer wanted to insert a text notification on the TV without otherwise interrupting the on-

screen video. Today, some set-top boxes have this capability (e.g., for cable TV operators to signal

the caller identity for incoming calls), but they do not expose it to third-party software.

Media applications need special attention. A few developers had difficulty writing media ap-

plications. HomeOS centralizes the control plane but does not centralize the data plane to avoid

creating a performance bottleneck. If two devices use the same protocol, HomeOS assumes that

they can directly exchange data. Thus, HomeOS assumes that a DLNA renderer can get data di-

rectly from a DLNA server once provided with the correct media URI as part of the play command.

However, this is not always the case because of possible encoding and/or resolution incompatibilities

which are not directly addressed by the DLNA protocol. While HomeOS currently uses heuristics

to negotiate compatible formats, the heuristics are imperfect. Going forward, HomeOS and similar

systems will have to address these issues. One approach would be to make use of a transcoding

service which could be interposed in between devices sharing media.

4.4.2 Users

Twelve homes have been running HomeOS for 4–8 months. They were not actively recruited, but

approached the HomeOS team after becoming aware of the system. The initial deployment was lim-

ited to 12 homes, ten of which had no prior experience with home automation. Beyond providing the

software and documentation, no support was provided for users in running or managing HomeOS.

These homes are using a range of devices including network cameras, webcams, appliance and light

controllers, motion sensors, door-window sensors, media servers and media players.

Despite the relatively small number of early users, the feedback has prominently featured two

comments. First, they appreciated ability to cheaply grow and adapt their deployments. Second,

debugging problems was often difficult.

HomeOS allows users to organically grow their deployments. What the users found most at-

tractive was being able to start small and then expand the system themselves as desired. Gener-
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ally, they did not know what they wanted and only discovered what they found valuable over time.

HomeOS let them start small (at low cost) and extend as needed. It thus provided a system that was

much more approachable than commercial systems today that require thousands of dollars upfront.

It was also more likely to satisfy users by allowing them to evolve it to meet their needs rather than

being required to make all decisions during initial installation [62].

Indeed, all users employed an organic growth strategy. One user started running HomeOS with

only one network camera to view his front yard on a smartphone when away from home. He later

added two more cameras—a webcam and a different network camera—and was able to continue

using the same application without modification. He then added two sensors to detect when doors

were opened so that he could be notified when unexpected activity occurred. To do this, he made

use of a provided door-window monitoring application which sends email notifications containing

images from any cameras in the home. This user later added two light controllers and another

application to control them. What started off as just simply wanting to see his front yard from work

evolved into a lightweight notification system and lighting control.

Diagnostic support is missing from many device and network protocols. On the negative side,

at least two homes had problems diagnosing their deployments. For instance, when applications

that use Z-Wave devices behaved unexpectedly, users could not easily tell if it was due to code

bugs, device malfunctions or poor signal strength to the device. Disambiguation requires effort

and technical expertise (e.g., unmount the device, bring it close to the controller and then observe

application behavior). Eliminating this burden requires diagnostic tools but they are hard to build

today because interoperability protocols have limited diagnostic support. This could be improved if

device protocols were extended to provide diagnostic information.

4.5 Evaluation

In addition to experience with real homes and developers, I performed controlled evaluations of

HomeOS focusing on how easy it was to manage and develop applications for HomeOS as well as

measuring system performance. This gives quantitative validation to confirm the real-world experi-

ences above. I found that (i) developers were able to implement realistic applications in under two

hours, (ii) users were able to use the HomeOS management interfaces effectively and (iii) system
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performance was good enough to support interactive applications.

4.5.1 Ease of programming

To evaluate how easy it is to write a HomeOS application, I conducted a study where I recruited

student and researcher volunteers (different from the students mentioned in Section 4.4) to develop

HomeOS applications. I provided participants with a brief introduction to HomeOS, some basic

documentation on HomeOS abstractions, all the drivers and four simple applications that used at

most one driver each—image recognition, camera snapshot, DLNA music player and light-switch

controller. Each participant got a total of five-minutes of verbal instructions (with no demonstration

of code) on the goal of the study and pointers to these resources. I left the participant at the testbed,

with the HomeOS server console running an IDE (Visual Studio) configured to use HomeOS bina-

ries. I provided little assistance beyond the initial training, though on three occasions the participants

uncovered bugs in the system that I had to fix before they could proceed.

I gave each participant the task of writing one of two applications for the testbed. “Custom

Lights Per-User” adjusts the lights in any room based on its occupant’s preferences. This application

needs to find cameras in the house to which it has access, continuously poll them, use the image

recognition service to identify the occupant (if any) and set the dimmer lights in the camera’s room

to the occupant’s preferences. For testing, I gave each participant two photographs on which the

image recognition service was trained and the user-to-lighting preference chart.

The second application—“Music Follows the Lights”—was one I previously built but did not

provide to participants. This application finds all lights and media players in the house, registers

for changes to the lights’ status and plays music (from a media server) on a media player (if any) in

rooms with lights that are on.

I recruited ten participants for this study via a mailing list within Microsoft Research. Seven

were graduate students while the remaining three were researchers. Only one had prior experience

with home automation and none had significant prior experience with programming service-based

abstractions (e.g., WSDL, SOAP). This level of expertise is towards the low-end of what I expect of

future HomeOS developers. I gave each participant two hours to write an application. Half of the

participants were assigned first application and half were assigned the second.
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participant application lines of code minutes proficiency
1 Custom Lights Per-User 183 84 5.0
2 Custom Lights Per-User 193 62 6.0
3 Custom Lights Per-User 156 66 3.5
4 Custom Lights Per-User 172 113 6.5
5 Custom Lights Per-User 221 107 1.5
6 Music Follows the Lights 224 95 5.5
7 Music Follows the Lights 244 126 2.0
8 Music Follows the Lights 239 102 5.0
9 Music Follows the Lights 303 93* 2.8

10 Music Follows the Lights 130 100* 5.5

Table 4.3: A summary of lines of code, minutes taken and self-reported proficiency with C# and
Visual Studio; “*” indicates an incomplete program

Table 4.3 summarizes the results of the study. The time reported was computed from the end

of verbal instructions until the participant was done, minus any breaks the participant took and the

time I spent correcting bugs in HomeOS. Eight participants developed complete applications within

approximately two hours (126 minutes). Of the two who did not finish, one spent the bulk of the

time developing a “slick GUI” (graphical user interface) for the application instead of its core logic

and the other did not realize that HomeOS drivers were not running by default. The second problem

stemmed from a misinterpretation and could have been avoided with clearer instructions.

The proficiency reported is the average of each participant’s self-reported skill with C# and

Visual Studio each on a scale of 1 to 7, with 7 being an expert. Most (but not all) of the participants

were familiar with Visual Studio and C#. While the sample size is too small to draw any conclusions

about the relationships between proficiency, lines of code and time to completion, note that even

people who had little or no reported proficiency were able to implement HomeOS applications.

In the exit interview, almost all participants (even those who did not finish) reported that HomeOS

was “very programmable” and the APIs were “natural.” However, they also expected more syntac-

tic support in the IDE for invoking operations. This has since been addressed by providing C#

interfaces for each of the roles.

These results suggest that developing applications for HomeOS is easy. Even without prior ex-

perience, developers were able to implement realistic applications in just a couple of hours. The

applications combined multiple services and devices in different ways and similar applications have
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been used to motivate smart homes [83]. I do not mean to suggest that all HomeOS applications can

be developed in two hours. The study emphasized the use of HomeOS’s basic abstractions and did

not require the developers to focus on consumer-facing issues such as a richer user interface. How-

ever, it does provide evidence that the base programming abstractions are a good fit for applications

in the home.

4.5.2 Ease of managing

The second study evaluates whether the management primitives and interfaces are easy enough

for non-expert home users to use. The study shows that with no training, home users are able to

complete typical management tasks correctly approximately 80% of the time.

Methodology Each session began with explaining the background and goals of the study as well

as the three security principals—users, devices and applications. Participants then pretended to be a

member of the following imaginary family shown in Figure 4.4(a). Jeff and Amy are husband and

wife. Dave and Rob are their eight-year and seven-month old children. Jeff’s brother Sam, who

visits occasionally, has a guest account. The house has 29 devices of nine different types grouped

in the spatial hierarchy shown in Figure 4.4(b). Three of the devices—camera and microphone in

Rob’s room as well as the front door lock—are high-security. The family has four applications for

lighting, monitoring and temperature control. Fourteen pre-existing rules specify access controls

policies. Male participants were assigned to play Jeff and females to play Amy.

They were then asked them to perform the seven management tasks described in Table 4.4 using

the HomeOS user interface. This set of tasks reflects those users are expected to complete with

HomeOS and span the key management tasks discussed previously in Section 4.2.4. Tasks 1, 2 and

6 require configuring applications, including restricting their use to certain users, devices and times

of day. Task 3 requires configuring a new device with group and application access. Task 4 requires

configuring a new guest. Tasks 5 and 7 require verifying policies based on specific concerns.

At the same time, the tasks stress the ability of the primitives in HomeOS to simplify manage-

ment. For instance, Tasks 1 and 2 use application manifests, Datalog rules as well as user and device

groups. Ideally, each primitive would be evaluated separately but management tasks that stressed

only one primitive seemed unrealistic. Thus, I evaluated the combined effect of the primitives in
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Task # correct
1 Configure your new EcoMonitor application to give it access to everything but the high-

security devices for all residents
11

2 Configure your new MusicFollowsMe application to give it access to all motion detec-
tors and speakers but no high-security devices. All residents should be able to use the
application but children cannot not play music in the parents’ bedroom

9

3 Configure your new security camera that you just installed on the front porch. You want
to mark it as a high-security device and give your HomeMonitor application access to it.

11

4 Give guest access to Jennifer’s friend Jane, who will be visiting until September 6th. You
want to place Jane in the Guests group so that she can use appropriate applications during
her visit.

12

5 You want to double check which applications have access to high security devices. Review
the rules and tell the facilitator which applications have access to the high security devices.

1

6 Configure your new OpenFrontDoor application to give people that live in the house (i.e.,
residents) the ability to use the application at any time. However, you want to limit guest
access. Sam should not be able to use the application at all. Jane should be able to use the
application but only run it during the day (8 AM to 8 PM).

11

7 The camera in Rob’s room is acting strange and you want to reassure yourself that only
adults (i.e., parents) can access it and only through the HomeMonitor application.

10

Table 4.4: Tasks for the manageability study and the number of participants (out of 12) that com-
pleted it correctly.

more realistic tasks.

After each task, participants filled out a per-task questionnaire asking about their experience

with the task. At the end of the session, they filled out a questionnaire about their overall experience.

Each session lasted about 45 minutes.

To simulate a real-world situation, participants were not trained in using the technology they

were asked to manage. Instead, they were provided manuals for each task type and told that reading

the manuals was not required but that they could refer to them any time if they wanted.

Participants There were twelve4 participants (eight male, four female) from the Greater Puget

Sound region in Washington state. They were recruited through a professional recruiting service.

Participants were selected to ensure they were somewhat familiar with home technology. They were

required to own at least one TV, one computer and three types of electronic devices (e.g., wireless

router, security camera, smartphone, etc.). They were also required to be able to conduct basic

4This is considered sufficient for usability testing [100].
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administrative tasks (e.g., set up an account on a computer)5.

Results Table 4.4 shows the number of participants that completed each task correctly. The accu-

racy rate was high. Overall, it was 77%; ignoring Task 5 (discussed below), it was 89%. This result

is encouraging because it was obtained without any training and many participants did not use the

manual. For reference, this accuracy rate is similar to those obtained with careful design of sys-

tem semantics and interfaces for file system access control [112] and firewall configuration [111].

Participants took one to four minutes to complete individual tasks.

While the errors in most tasks were simply forgetting a single click, Task 5 was particularly

problematic. Only one participant was able to complete it correctly. Others had difficulty forming

the correct query for the task using the faceted browsing interface. (Forming the query for Task

7, which also used the same interface, was not as problematic.) They could correctly and easily

tell that the HomeMonitor application was using the camera, but did not realize that so was another

application. Future work on HomeOS should address this by augmenting the user interface to reduce

the work needed to detect things that are unexpected or the absence of use by other applications.

In the exit interview, participants completed a survey stating how easy HomeOS was to use and

learn, on a seven point Likert scale from “Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree” (7). The

participants found the system easy to learn (average 6.0), easy to use (average 6.0) and intuitive

(average 5.5).

4.5.3 System Performance

In addition to easy programming and management, HomeOS must have acceptable performance.

The goal is to provide latency that is low enough to run responsive, interactive applications and

to offer scalability and throughput that can handle large, complex homes. Further, to quantify the

overhead of layering and isolation in HomeOS, I compare against HomeOS with all modules running

in a single address space without isolation.

Experimental setup To gather performance data about HomeOS, I ran a simple benchmarking

application querying a virtual device on a quad-core Intel Xeon 2.67 GHz PC. Unless otherwise

5While this may seem to exclude typical home users, homes typically have at least one experienced tech guru [108].
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Figure 4.8: The operation invocation latency as a function of offered load. The latency is presented
for HomeOS with isolation (AppDom) and without isolation (None). The sharp increase at the right
occurs when the offered load exceeds capacity and operations are queued for extended periods of
time.

specified, there is one application and one driver running. The application generates load by creating

ten continuous tasks that attempt to invoke an operation on the device at a fixed rate. Except where

noted, the invoked operation takes no arguments and returns nothing. Tasks are scheduled by a .NET

ThreadPool which dynamically picks a number of threads to execute based on current performance.

Latency of operation invocation To evaluate how quickly applications can access devices in

HomeOS, I tracked the latency of operation invocations as the application issued an increasing rate

of invocations. The use of a virtual device means that this latency does not incorporate the latency

to get to a real device, but is simply measuring the overhead imposed by HomeOS.

Figure 4.8 shows the latency between issuing the call and receiving the response as the offered

load increases for HomeOS with and without isolation. While HomeOS incurs higher overhead

with isolation than without, the difference is approximately 25% or a few hundred microseconds.
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Figure 4.9: Operation throughput as a function of offered load. HomeOS with application isolation
(AppDom) peaks at just over 8000 operations per second compared to just over 11,000 without
isolation (None).

Further, under heavy load, HomeOS keeps latencies below two ms. This is two orders of magnitude

lower than the interactive response time guideline of 100 ms [47], which means that applications

can compose several services and allow for network delays before responding to the user.

The increase in latency when the offered load is low (between 100 and 3000 operations per

second) is an artifact of the ThreadPool scheduling rapidly switching between threads when each

thread offers substantially lower load than what the machine can handle. It persists across other

microbenchmarks as well. In practice, the ThreadPool scheduling reduced overall latency even

during this anomalous period and offers much better throughput than any static thread configuration.

The sharp increase in latency for high loads— past 8000 operations per second with isolation and

10,000 operations per second without isolation—results from the ThreadPool scheduling queueing

operations for extended periods of time when the offered load exceeds what the driver can serve.
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Figure 4.10: Operation latency when running HomeOS in an emulated house with varying number
of applications. Each application is querying four different devices at a rate of ten operations per
second per device.

Throughput of operations To evaluate the load that HomeOS can handle, I tracked the through-

put of the system at different offered loads both with and without AppDomain isolation. Figure 4.9

shows that the throughput of the two modes mirror each other until the system is driven near peak

throughput. With AppDomain isolation, HomeOS handles approximately 8250 operation invoca-

tions per second. With no isolation the system can handle nearly 11,300 operation invocations per

second. Beyond that load, ThreadPool scheduling stops creating more threads. This performance

has been well-beyond what was required for any of the current deployments.

Scalability To understand how HomeOS scales to a large home with many devices and applica-

tions, I examine the latency of operation invocation in an extreme setting. I emulate a large home

with a varying number of rooms. Each room contains four devices and one highly-active application

querying each device in the room ten times per second. Figure 4.10 shows the operation invocation

latency in this setting. As the number of rooms increases from 25 to 50 to 100 (1000, 2000 and
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4000 total operations per second), HomeOS provides a median latency of 3–5.5 ms depending on

the number of applications. The latency in this experiment is higher than those presented earlier at

the same total load because of the added overhead of having 125–500 modules running rather than

two. The threads across modules are not managed as part of the same ThreadPool. Despite this

additional overhead, the vast majority of operations complete within ten milliseconds, which is an

order of magnitude below the interactive guideline of 100 ms. This result suggests that HomeOS

can easily scale to large, well-connected homes.

4.6 Conclusions

HomeOS is a platform that (i) simplifies the development of applications that run atop diverse

commodity devices in the home, (ii) lets non-expert users manage, secure and extend their home

technology and (iii) allows for rapid introduction of new hardware and software into the home.

The system design is validated by both controlled experiments and the experiences of users in 12

real homes and 41 student developers. I believe that HomeOS is a first step towards taking the

smarthome vision from expensive, proprietary systems to affordable, extensible installations.
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Chapter 5

RELATED WORK

There is a vast literature in network and device management. This section describes prior and

contemporary work in these and related areas. First, I discuss network management including work

to help manage transit networks, edge networks and data center networks. Second, I look at network

architectures designed to either ease management or enable programability. Third, I present work

that provides programmability for either networks or groups of devices. Finally, I turn to building

blocks that I used in building HomeOS and ETTM.

5.1 Network Management

5.1.1 Transit Network Management

Transit networks focus on carrying traffic between other networks rather than producing or consum-

ing network traffic themselves. As a consequence, the primary management concern is path selec-

tion based on the available internal links and connections to other networks. The 4D project [113,

53, 144] decoupled network management into planes providing abstractions that separated the line-

speed operation of a network from its configuration and management. This allowed many tasks to be

re-architected from frustrating distributed algorithms to simpler centralized ones. These centralized

solutions tended to offer easier to understand semantics and made achieving network-wide goals

simpler.

Other efforts focused on trying to abstract away the details of network elements. CONMan [11]

proposed a management architecture aimed at providing exactly enough detail to describe protocol

and device paths through the network. These paths were not just inter-device paths, but also intra-

device paths representing protocol translation, encapsulation and other processing. A given flow

could then be bound to one such path.
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5.1.2 Edge Network Management

Edge networks are those which do not carry traffic for other networks except when it is either sourced

from or destined to a host in the local network. A wealth of recent work has focused on relieving

the burden of edge network management by logically centralizing management tasks and providing

high-level abstractions to program against. SANE [26] and Ethane [25] provide mechanisms to

make centralized decisions about which hosts, users and services are allowed to communicate and

what paths such communication should take. New flows are first forwarded to a controller which

then installs state directing the network as to how to handle the flow.

NOX [57], Maestro [22, 23] and Onix [82] take this one step further and provide program-

ming abstractions to logically program the how switches and routers forward traffic. All three

assume some degree of programmability in hardware to exercise control over the paths taken and

what traffic is allowed. They also assume some mechanism to receive notifications of network

events. NOX [57] focuses on providing a full programming environment to control similar aspects

as SANE and Ethane but with a richer language and set of options. Maestro [22] focuses on dealing

with concurrent changes to network state including scheduling updates and dealing with transitions.

Onix [82] takes on similar challenges, but focuses on making it simple to build a distributed and reli-

able controller without having to build the underpinnings to manage trade-offs between consistency,

durability and scalability.

FlowVisor [121] is designed to sit in between these controllers and the network elements in

order to provide isolated network slices each of which can be controlled by a different controller.

I continue with the idea of logically centralized management, but add the novel contribution

of using end-hosts to implement the majority of network management. Network Exception Han-

dlers [75] and Endsystem Monitors [36] do this to a limited degree, but stop short of placing them

in control of the network. Instead they focus on providing end-hosts with the ability to raise noti-

fications about network events, e.g., high loss rates, and react to certain network events in flexible

ways, e.g., decreasing bandwidth usage.
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5.1.3 Data Center and Cloud

The third network type to receive attention is the data center or cloud network. CloudPolice [110]

and Seawall [122, 123] aim to provide access control and performance isolation, respectively, be-

tween tenants within a data center. They both leverage hypervisors deployed on each host. This

use of hypervisors is similar to ETTM, but provides restricted functionality in a more homogenous

setting.

SideCar [124] aims to provide flexible routing without hardware support. It also uses shim

layers at end-hosts. In this case, dedicated machines are used to forward packets that require more

extensive processing with the goal of providing more advanced network features in the data center

than current routers and switches support.

5.2 Network Architectures

5.2.1 Active Networks

Active networking [141] is a network architecture that provides flexibility in the network by hav-

ing packets carry mobile code. The routers and switches then execute this mobile code to forward

packets rather than using preset logic. Aggressive caching, short type-safe code snippets and care-

ful sandboxing provide reasonable performance and security despite running third-party code to

forward each packet. In practice, very few routers have been ‘activated’ in the sense that active

networks were predicated on. Instead, my work focuses on trying to provide this functionality and

more but purely by running code on commodity PCs at the edge of the network.

5.2.2 Simplifying Networks

Other work has attempted to simplify networks to make managing and programming them more

practical. OpenFlow [97] looks to add a small degree of programmability to existing switches

enabling richer network policies without placing undue burden on the switches themselves. Among

other things, this may be able to replace much of the functionality which must be outsourced to

middleboxes today. SEATTLE [80] and other work [98] aim to remove the need for routers within

most networks. They instead allow ethernet-switching to scale to whole enterprise networks and
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possibly even larger. Ethernet-only networks provide easy solutions to host mobility and generally

require less management effort than those which also involve routers.

5.2.3 Middlebox Aware Architectures

Middleboxes have always been a contentious topic, but recent work has looked at how to embrace

middleboxes and treat them as first-class citizens. In TRIAD [56] middleboxes are first-order con-

structs in providing a content-addressable network architecture. The Delegation-Oriented Archi-

tecture [136] allows hosts to explicitly invoke middleboxes, while NUTSS [58] proposes a novel

connection establishment mechanism which includes negotiation of which middleboxes should be

involved. Many newly proposed Internet architectures [117, 109] prominently feature the ability to

place middleboxes on established paths. I agree with making middlebox functionality a first-class

citizen in networks, but seek to provide this functionality in a way that can be holistically managed

and provided in a scalable, pervasive manner.

5.3 Programming Networks

5.3.1 Network Operating Systems

The network operating systems of the 80s including Locus [137], Sprite [104], Emerald [74] aimed

to provide programmable networks in a different sense than this work. They focused on providing

a uniform computing environment across networked computers assuming that computers would be

the only—or at least the dominant—element attached to networks.

Researchers have also designed OSes designed to run across multiple devices in other domains.

For instance, the Interactive Room Operating System (iROS) aims to simplify programming devices

such as displays and white-boards in collaborative workspaces [20].

5.3.2 Home Automation

Many commercial home and office automation and security systems integrate multiple devices.

They typically provide logically centralized control, but such systems tend to be monolithic and

hard for most developers and users to extend. For instance, Control4 [35]—a popular automation

system—allows for only its own devices and a limited set of ZigBee devices. Further, it offers a
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limited form of programming based on rules of the form “upon Event E, do Task T ,” in which all

events must be configured in advance. Other home automation systems include Elk M1, Insteon,

X10, HomeSeer and Leviton.

In the research community, solutions have also tended to eschew extensibility. EasyLiving [83]

was a monolithic system with a fixed set of applications integrated into the platform. Other academic

efforts include the Aware Home [78] and house n [70].

In contrast to such systems which are typically developed with specific applications and de-

vices in mind, I focused on building platforms that can be easily extended with new devices and

applications.

5.3.3 Programmability for the Home

Previous work [48, 115] also argues that for using a central controller to simplify integration of

applications and devices in the home. They have a different scope than HomeOS. For example, a

prior project [115] (incidentally, also called HomeOS), focused on providing context, such as user

location, to applications. However, this work offers little detail on how to build the applications

themselves.

Newman proposes using recipes—programs in a domain-specific language that compose devices—

in the home [99]. He also advocates using marketplaces to disseminate recipes. Applications in this

dissertation fill a similar role, but Newman does not discuss how recipes might be realized in prac-

tice. To do so would require tackling challenges (e.g., heterogeneity) similar to those I address.

After addressing such concerns, recipes might look very much like applications for HomeOS or

ETTM.

Calvert et al. outline the various management challenges in home networks [24] and argue

for centralization to address them. Eden [87] goes further and implements a set of visual tools to

manage home networks. I go beyond management issues and also focus on simplifying application

development.
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5.4 Building Blocks

5.4.1 Software Packet Processing

Research on high-speed, flexible software packet processing has a long history. Early efforts in-

cluded building modular end-host networking stacks in x-Kernel [67] and building modular software

routers with Click [81].

Recently, building software routers able to handle rates nearing 40 gigabits per second has be-

come possible. RouteBricks [42, 10] builds high-performance routers out of Click modules running

on clusters of commodity hardware and reaches nearly 40 gigabit speeds. PacketShader [61, 60] uti-

lizes the GPU on graphics cards to further improve this performance. It manages 40 gigabit speeds

on a single commodity PC for many workloads. Other efforts have noted similar performance and

noted that poorly managed memory buses are the limit [45]. Still other efforts discuss how to build

consolidated middleboxes (rather than just routers) on such platforms [118, 54]. While requiring

specialized hardware, the NetFPGA [140] project provides high-speed flexible network processing

with an FPGA located on the same board as network interfaces.

As the use of virtualization increases, the logical network between virtual machines on a single

host has become increasingly important. Open vSwitch [106] provides a high-performance software

implementation of OpenFlow to act as a switch between VMs for many hypervisors including Xen.

The Cisco Nexus 1000V [33] is a similar commercial offering.

This work on high-speed, flexible packet processing is complementary to this dissertation. Any

improvements in this area should be easy to apply to my approach.

5.4.2 Trusted Computing

Trusted computing—the idea that there are portions of a computer system that can be trusted regard-

less of user actions or certain classes of attacks—has been a goal of secure systems for some time.

Only recently has hardware to support it become commonplace in commodity hardware. Trusted

platform modules (TPMs) [130] have been incorporated into many current laptops, desktops and

servers. With this technology being reasonably available, research and industry efforts have started

to make use of the features to provide new functionality.
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Microsoft’s BitLocker [16] provides disk encryption that does not require entering long pass-

words or keys, but still resists attacks that change the booted software stack. Flicker [96] tries to

provide the smallest possible trusted computing base by enabling short pieces of attested code to

run without interruption. These pieces must include all code that might be required—including

drivers—because interrupts are disabled while they run. Other work has focused on virtualizing

TPMs [15] to enable multiple VMs to simultaneously use a single physical TPM. SecVisor [119]

does not directly leverage trusted hardware, but uses hardware mechanisms to protect certain mem-

ory regions from being corrupted. Thus it can further enhance guarantees when used in conjunction

with trusted computing hardware. TrustVisor [95] extends this to provide hardware attestations to

small trusted computing bases. Lastly, other work has used TPMs to assist in authentication [86],

but authenticates the identity of the TPM rather than the booted software stack.

Despite these advances, some attacks are still effective. One recent attack focused on subverting

how information about integrity is conveyed to users to trick them into providing sufficient creden-

tials to override the protection [131]. Another attack focuses on resetting the TPM without resetting

the entire machine [127] enabling faked integrity measurements. The first class of attacks is not

relevant to this dissertation as I rely on machine-validation of integrity measurements rather than

user-validation. The second class of attacks is more worrisome, but future advances may render

them much harder to mount. For instance, TPMs may become more tightly integrated with other

hardware or even migrate inside the CPU itself.

5.4.3 Services

My work draws inspiration from prior work in using services in complex, heterogeneous environ-

ments. Systems and protocols including JINI [135], CORBA [37], WSDL [143] and OSGi [103]

prominently feature services to ease interaction between components. However, my work leverages

services in a more closed and carefully managed environment.

Other efforts have also taken services into such environments. ServiceOS [138] uses services

to support both traditional and Web-based applications as first-class principals in the same operat-

ing system. ICrafter [107] and ubiHome [59] both make use of service abstractions in ubiquitous

computing environments.
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5.4.4 Device Interoperability

Many systems and standards exist for providing device-to-device interoperability. While by no

means a complete list, the following give some examples. Z-Wave [147] and ZigBee [146] focus on

enabling low-power wireless control of automation-related devices. Bonjour [19] and UPnP [132]

enable service discovery for devices on a local network. DLNA [41] and the AV extensions to

UPnP focus on enabling consumers to share their media content. Speakeasy [43] is a system based

on mobile code for nearby devices to discover and communicate with each other. SNMP [27] and

CMIP [139] are competing standards for common management of networking hardware including

switches, routers and other devices.

My work is agnostic to what interoperability standards are used and could make use of any of

these to support broader sets of devices.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Current networks have obvious shortcomings. They are hard to manage and make it difficult

to incorporate new software or devices. In this dissertation, I argued that these shortcomings stem

from the lack of a common platform for extensibility. To address this, I showed that there are

straightforward abstractions which can help developers build applications atop modern heteroge-

neous networks, but still admit efficient implementations.

In particular, I built extensible platforms for two environments: enterprise networks and homes.

ETTM gives network administrators a single logical management layer across an entire enterprise.

It further provides an open API that enable developers to write scalable, pervasive, fault-tolerant

network services without specialized hardware. HomeOS enables users to easily bring new func-

tionality into their homes via third-party applications and new devices. It provides a platform for

developers to easily write applications which compose many different devices and gives users con-

trol over how applications and devices are allowed to interact.

In both cases, I showed that these platforms are powerful and flexible enough to implement a

broad variety of applications. Despite the differences between the two platforms, they share three

key ideas which are likely to be useful in any future network platform.

• Proxy inextensible devices with general purpose hardware. Inexpensive commodity devices

make up the vast majority of networked devices toady. For now, they are also the clearest

choice for how to extend networks going forward. However, they are frequently proprietary

and inextensible. Despite this, network platforms must logically run on top of these devices as

though they were extensible. To provide such logical extensibility for inextensible devices, I

proxy them with general purpose computation—in this dissertation commodity PCs.

HomeOS does this via drivers which expose as much functionality as the devices make available.

Applications can then coordinate devices via their drivers to interact and behave as though they

were programmable. In ETTM, I take a more extreme stance. I treat routers and switches as in-
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extensible save basic access control and forwarding. Instead, ETTM builds all other networking

functionality in software on end-hosts.

• Treat the network as a distributed system. Network platforms (including both presented here)

are fundamentally distributed and must deal with coordination, failures and distributed state. I

demonstrated two approaches to this.

HomeOS sacrifices high-availability for simplicity. It provides a centralized operating system to

coordinate all devices and maintain state. Further, the service model encourages applications to

deal explicitly with the fact that not all devices (services) will be available all of the time. ETTM

instead focuses on providing high-availability, mission-critical networking services. It does so

using a modified version of the Paxos distributed consensus protocol designed to be even more

resilient to correlated failures.

• Allow network administrators to pick and choose third-party applications. Lastly, network

platforms should be open. That is, they should allow third-party developers to easily write ap-

plications. Network platforms should also provide network administrators and users the ability

to mix and match these applications as they see fit.

ETTM allows network administrators to specify which network applications should filter which

packets and in what order. HomeOS not only allows applications to be easily installed and given

access to appropriate devices, but also provides compatibility reports for new applications and

devices. In both cases, the platforms provide support to allow for multiple different applications

to coexist—and even cooperate—within the same network.

6.1 Future Work

Building on this dissertation’s progress in building network platforms, there are several possible

areas for future work.

6.1.1 Integrated application-layer and network-layer platforms

HomeOS predominantly concerns itself with high-level, user-facing applications and pushes issues

of low-level networking and device connectivity into drivers. On the other hand, ETTM enables
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applications which try to remain completely invisible to users and instead focus entirely on low-

level networking issues.

Restricting each platform to certain concerns was necessary to quickly demonstrate the power

and utility of a software platform approach to networks. However, both platforms suffer some

weaknesses from this restriction of concerns. An application-layer platform like HomeOS could

benefit from knowledge of the underlying topology to aid in debugging and diagnosis. Further, if

lower-layers provided configurable enforcement, an application-layer platform could better provide

application isolation, security and privacy.

Similarly, a better understanding of what applications are generating traffic within a network,

could prove useful to a network-layer platform like ETTM. With verifiable information, it could

provide per-user or per-application quality of service by associating packets with users and running

applications.

Designing the interface between network-layer and application-layer platforms or building a

unifying platform which spans the two layers prompts many questions. For example, how and

where should trust be placed?

6.1.2 Building marketplaces

Fundamental to the network platforms presented in this dissertation is enabling network adminis-

trators and users to install and run third-party network applications. While this does not necessarily

require an application marketplace, providing one offers a variety of advantages. Current market-

places provide ratings and tailored recommendations. HomeOS provides recommendations based

on computability as well. However, there are more areas where marketplaces could help that are

still largely unexplored.

• Application diagnosis A marketplace provides much of the necessary infrastructure to file bug

reports in an automated fashion and help developers get to the bottom of faults. Recent work

has discussed how one might do this on mobile phones [4], but the issues of privacy and hetero-

geneity in networks are even more complex than for phones. For example, reproducing a bug in

a network application might require building (or simulating) a sizable network rather than just

buying a particular handset.
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Providing support for debugging and diagnosis at scale would be an invaluable tool for people

developing (and using) applications for network platforms.

• Market for standards Device standards today are typically implemented by devices and then

pushed on application developers with little data about uptake in their use. Most commonly,

these interfaces are ignored by everyone except the device vendor. A marketplace could provide

a way to simultaneously escape a push-only model for standardization and provide statistics

about the uptake of various standards.

Developers could check statistics about the deployment of devices before writing an application.

This could provide information about which standards to use in order to reach a large number of

users. For example, a developer could see that supporting two different camera standards would

cover 90% of users. Similarly, device vendors could see statistics of installed applications. This

would allow them to choose how to expose their device’s functionality to as many users as

possible.

This kind of deployment information could streamline the process by which standards are nego-

tiated, provide faster integration of new hardware into networks and expose new device features

to developers as quickly as possible.

• Security analysis and certification Running third party applications at home or in an enterprise

requires trusting the application, the platform or both. While both ETTM and HomeOS provide

tools to isolate applications from each other and limit their reach, applications will always have

some access to devices. Providing a certification and approval process for applications is one

way to further build trust. This process is an obvious place to run static analysis and other tools

to provide some assurance that applications will behave correctly.

This is particularly challenging for distributed applications since control flow often transfers

between different pieces of applications potentially executing on different hardware. These

transitions can be difficult to track since they need not occur by explicit control flow. Instead,

they can occur through messages or even more complex interactions like the ETTM consensus

system.

While systems exist [133, 79, 114, 52, 90] to attempt some modeling and debugging of such dis-
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tributed systems, using them to validate security properties and behavior of applications would

be a potentially fruitful area of future work.

6.1.3 Federation

Both platforms presented in this dissertation assume that they operate in a single administrative

domain. While this may be sufficient for the short-term, the long-term use cases for network appli-

cations likely involve some degree of federation. Whether borrowing a user identity from a friend

rather than creating a separate account or letting a guest control the network in their hotel room,

some mechanism for federation would be valuable.

Simple forms of federation, like a shared space of user IDs might be relatively straightforward.

However, implementing a federated environment where subparts of the network may be operated

differently raises many more questions. Is it possible to allow an employee to set up a network

they administer in their office but still let the network administrator retain reasonable control of

the network as a whole? What if an individual department wants some control over their part of a

corporate network? What actions should guests be allowed to take with the network of devices in

their hotel room? What parts of their privacy might they intentionally or accidentally give up by

migrating some of their state and configuration into their hotel room?

6.1.4 Diagnosis, debugging and fault localization

Disjoint from debugging in the large (discussed above in Section 6.1.2) is the ability to find the root

cause of a fault in a given network. Despite having a cornucopia of tools to debug performance

and find faults it is still difficult to find the root cause of failures on the Internet [77, 76]. Thus, it

is particularly troubling that the tools for doing the same things in home and enterprise networks

are often much worse. The tools for exploring Ethernet topologies (the most common backbone

for enterprise networks) pale in comparison to those to explore the network routing topologies on

the Internet. Tools for debugging non-Ethernet, non-IP networking technologies are even worse.

Nonetheless, home networks increasingly make use of Z-Wave, ZigBee and Bluetooth as well as

Ethernet, IP and Wi-Fi.

Developing tools for diagnosis, debugging and fault localization in these environments is likely
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to be a necessary stepping stone for developers and users to be able to build and run applications

reliably.

6.2 Summary

Today’s networks have come a long way by providing isolated point solutions which attempt to solve

a particular problem in its entirety in one place. However, this is creating a new set of problems.

First, managing growing numbers of these stand-alone devices taxes the abilities of home users and

network administrators alike. Second, the most interesting and useful tasks increasingly involve not

just one device, but growing sets of devices. Both problems point to the need for a way to treat

networks and ensembles of devices holistically.

Extensible software platforms for networks provide a way to do just that. They enable develop-

ers to build new applications that logically run atop entire networks. These applications can ease

management burdens and enable new network functionality. This dissertation takes a step in this di-

rection by building two such platforms: HomeOS for programming commodity networked devices

in the home and ETTM for building network management services in enterprise networks.
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